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The Recent Mo l l usks of the Fa mily Neritidae of 
the We st Indi an Reg ion 
I ntroduction 
This report considers tbe s everal speci es i n the f amily 
Neriticiae t hat are known to oc cur i n the West I ndi an Regi on . 
This region, as here implied, extends from Florida to the 
t i de-water a re a of the Gulf States , on the nor th, to Brasil, 
on t he south, including the islands of the West I ndies and 
the Be r mudas. 
The ma j ority of the species of the Ner i ticiae found i n 
thi s r eg i on live i n s alt or brackish wat er, a few, however , 
inha bit t he fr e shwat er rivers i n Centr al Ame r ica and certa i n 
of the Wes t Indi an i s l c:,nd s , especi ally t hose islands com~)os i ng 
the Gr eat er Antilles. 
Many of the changes i nvoked i n t his vmrk are the re s ul t 
of the examination of a f ar gr eater 2.mount of material than 
possessed by .%b{t of our earli er authors . 
From a taxonomic standpoint only t wo of the spec i es 
and subs pe ci es are dis ti nct 4nough i~ their charact er s to have 
r emai ned mor e or l e ss clearly w1.ders tood from the time of 
their di s cover y to the -.. r e sent. These are Ner i ta -oe lorc:~ta and 
N. v ersi color. The remaini ng s ever a l f orms have been very 
i mperfectly known, and considerabl e confusion has r esulted a ~ 
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t o just r•hat names should be appl i ed to the various S) eci es 
and rvh&t limits c. ssigned to the s ever~' l · varieti es and sub- . 
speci es. 
Very l i tt l e has heretofore &?)ear ed r el at i ve to the 
ecolo-y of t hese ani mals. For this r eas on , a l l t he informat i 
per t inent t o the i r ecology has been inc l uded und er each s~ e cie 
where thi s knowl edge has been obtained by ?ersona l obs - r vation 
i n the fie l d . Ho ·vever, f i rst hand exp r :L.en ce has not been 
poss i bl e with al l of the named forms in this ar ea . As a 
conse ~uence, cer t a. in of t he dB..ta given under· the c a ~lt ion, 
Ecol ogy, has been i nf erred only on the basi s of loc ality and 
the re l ationshi ps of the se forms to oth8rs with which we are 
more f amili .s .• 
Per ha"Js one of the mo st imJortant factors i n co1me ct i on 
wi th t his f amily i s tha t , as i ndi v i duals, they are abundant 
and fo rm a v r~ry cons::::>icuous ) ar t of the f auna throughout the 
rec;ion that they ocCU?Y. There a.re but f e1.v ha bi tat st <:. tions 
in bracki shwat er or on rocky coas t s wi thi n the tro}ics where 
s ome member or .Jembers of t~n.is f ami l y do not exi st, u s ually 
i n gr eat ) rofusion. 
The West I ndian s pe cies of the f amily Nsr i t i dae are v ery 
i ::. terest i 1.1g because the se are usua l l lJr es ent wher ever t her e 
e.re rock s or mangroves . As a con sequ enc e , o\JI.r i ng to t he ir 
numer ica l abundance , the f amily itself becomes of i ndex val ue 
on the ba sis of areas colle cted . By t his i s mean t ti:lat the 
I ~
) 
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presence or absence of the commoner speci es of this f amily, 
fr om any area, gives us an i ndex of the amount of collecti ng 
t hat has bean accompli shed. Cert&i nly this is true a s far as 
it concerns the collections contained i n the four largest 
mus eums i n the Unit ed Ste.tes. Such distributional ma1Js then 
for this family will present a f a i r l y accurate picture 
amount of collecting the.t has been done on the islands and 
mainland for c.:.ll the mar i ne mollusk s of the West Indi an region. 
The purpose of t hi s r eport is to differenti a te the 
s everal s pe cies and subspec i e s from one . another a s well as to 
give as much of the natural history about these animals a s has 
been :;)Ossible to gather fr om the literature and pe rsonal field 
experience. 
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certa in i s l ands i n thi s area. The author took part i n four 
of th~ s e trios and the ~r esent )a9er is based l ar ge l · u,on 
material collected at t hese timc;s . I n 1 934 i nvestigat i c:c1 s 
wera carr ied on at Soledad and Gavi l an, Cienfuegos , and Vinial s 
Cuba , under the di r ection of' :PA:I* • VI • . J. Clench . I wa s assoc i c..t 
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(Cle nch J:938 b), Bahamas . I n the spring of 1 936 IVIr . Clench 
visited the northern B~hama I s l Emds , coll ecting on Gr and 
Baha.ma, Aba cos, and l!Jl euthara. Duri11g t he summer of the 
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same year, the author headed an expedit i on to Long I s l and in 
this archepe l ago. The isla nd of Ma~ i guana was vis i ted by 
Emanuel V!illiarns, our loca l fi e ld colle ctor i n Dece;:'lber of the 
s ame y '3aT. I •vas a gain associa t ed ,,,rit h Mr . Cl '9nch on an 
expedit i on t o His pani ol a during t he summer of 1937. },1onte 
Cr i sti, Pue rto Plata , and Sant a Barbara de Samana wer e 
i ntens ively s tudied at t h is time. 
A det a iled list of expeditions a nd coll ectors i n t he 
Bahamas h as been publi shed (Clench, 1 938). 
Collections of Ner i tidae we:cs :n.ade by tha author ;:;.t 
BerOY!u:l c-i. (1930) anc_ s outh ~rn F l orida (lD34 an~~;_ l 93C) .. 
The Fa mily Ne rit i dae 
Lilo:e many mari:c1e and bra cki sh fami lies of mo l lusks, the 
Ner i tidae i s co~nposed of many more sp2 cies in the tropica l 
Indo-Pa cific t he.n i n th'2 Wes t I n d i e s . Ho wever , most of the 
gener e. and s ubg enera in t :~-Li s f amily a re to be found i :tl t h e 
Wes t I nd i es. 
I n h.::~b it at members of t h is grou11 a.r e f ound in fr esh and 
br a c Y: i sh to salt a nd hyp ,2r-so.line wat ers c:.n d 1Ni l l wi ths tand 
tempertur es of fr om n ear l y fr eez i ng to over ninety d e gr e es 
Farenheit . No known s ingle spe cie s is c a ,)able of stand LJ.g a ll 
o f t hese v a r i ous v i c i ssitudes , of cour se , but, collective ly 
t he s~e c ies do. I n form, me mber s of this fami ly r a n ge fr om 
the r a ther thi n , smooth- she l led , cr e ~) iduloid ty_pe of Na v i cel:ta 
5 
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tot ~ gl obose , thick-shelled , ro ugh ty ·_)es of NeT' i ta ; a l s o 
f rom the smooth, subpatellif orm types of N :; r i til ·i a and 
S::naraP-:d i '--- t o s ome of the globose, s)iny for·ms of Theodoxus. 
I n siz e t h:; y r an ge fro ::n a f e'i·' millimeters to ov er 5 ce timetsr. 
in length and vfidth. Some ··a abers )Oss e ss a. t:1.ick or tnin 
periostr s.cum; others _ &ve n . .:.~ n e . Some "Jo ssess :par i e t a l t eeth; 
others i1.2v e the se muc~ r educed or l a.ckL1g. I n a ll lm'- ' m f orms 
the op erculum i s c e:t lcareous. ·.r~1e r adula is v ery 9rimit i ve 
be i ng com-:josed of hund 'eds ;J f t eeth c:mll. thes e teet ~1 v2.ry 
extremel- among t he gener a anu soe c i es. The sculpture v o. r i e s 
throughDut t he group from smooth to v ery r ou :sh, c;oar se ridges. 
The color patt erns c:: re al so extremely varie.ble, pa s s i ng from 
a.l 'rl: st entir <?l y bl ·-_ ck or "'.lit ~ t o lin e s a nd S]ots of bla ck , 
oliv a ceous, yell ow, red , ~Jur:9le , green, or blui sh. Color 
patterns for singl e spec ies, however , a re sur pr i singly corst ~n 
The :members of t his f ami l :)r a re a ll dextr a l wi th a lWl<-t te 
aner ture c-~nd a ·nore or less ~)romineht sp ire a ccording t o t ~1.e 
species examined . The food is beli eved to be of & ve~e table 
C. :o-N .T..,yoM "J'y_ 
natur e (nilsbry , 1888), ~robc..bly of a l ga e and ev en detritus 
adhering t o the substrat um. 
The NGritidae &s a fcmily i s ne~~ly world- wi d e i~ its 
distr ibut i on . I t e x i sts, ~owe ·er , mai nly a s a tro]i c~l to 
temperate b,el t gi rdling t he earth. For ex a rn) le, v:e fin d 
me bers of t his g roup fro m about :10rthern Flor i cia south into 
Argentina i n t he We s t e rn At l antic and from Gr e~t rt t ai , 
Northern Euro pe , and t he Mediterranean 3ea to Cape Town, 
6 
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South Africa, on the eastern Atlantic. The belt extends from 
C~pe Town to the Red Sea , to India and tbroughout the Indian 
Ocean. In the western Pac i f ic we fi nd species existing from 
Southern Australia and New Zealand through the Polynesian 
Islands north to China and Japan. In the eastern Pacific, 
the belt extends from approximately Lower Califo~nia to Peru, 
South America. It is highly probable that more intensive 
work on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of South America would 
materially extend the range of the family southward i n these 
areas. However, we believe that temperature is probably the 
limiting factor in the distribution of the majority of species 
METHODS AND TERMS 
The methods used for bringing together the material for 
this paper actually had their origin i n the f ield where the 
s pecies were collected and studied. Specimens when once 
collected were preserved in 70% alcohol. A par t of the 
s pecimens in certain large series had the soft parts removed, 
the shells were washed, dried, wrapped in paper, and packed 
for shipment. Each lot of specimens wa s labelled with a 
metal number and a tag giving the locality and date. Locality 
or ecologic data was also entered i n a notebook under the 
number of the locality for future r eference. 
Radula.- The Neritidae possess a primitive r adula or 
lingual ribbon, an organ used to rasp food from rocks or 
other portion s of t he substratum. Some species literally 
contain several thousand i ndividual teeth on the entire ribbon 
7 
All radulae of all the species of the Neritidae from the West 
Indian Region were studied and compared according to the 
following methods. Several large specimens tha t contained the 
soft parts were selected from a lot (by a lot is meant a serie~ 
of specimens from a single locality. Nmnber of specimens does 
not enter the definition). These selected s pecimens were 
soaked in water until the animal matter was soft and could be 
wi thdra1m with the aid of a dissecting n~edle. The operculum 
was cut away from the fleshy parts wlnch were then immersed 
. 
in 40% solution potassium hydroxide (KOH). In many qases, 
they were left in this solution over night and the radulae 
removed the next morning at which time the flesh bad become so 
macerated that this was not dif ficult. The most successful 
meUhod, and the one chiefly employed by the author, was tha t 
of boiling the s pecimens in 40% solution KOH for about 10 
minutes. The advantages of the latter method are that it is 
much quicker and that the radula teeth do not become soft and 
rubbery and dvop from the radula ribbon which is usually the 
case vdth the former method of preparation. After the radula 
had been removed from the KOH it was washed in dis'tilled 
water, placed in 70% alcohol for five minutes and removed to a 
solution of eosin in 9e% alcohol wher e it was allowed to 
remain overnight for a thorough staining. It was found that 
many of the very small r ad ulae would take the stain by 
employing this longer method whene they would not take the 
stain with a shorter one. When the stained radula was removed 
8 
t 
from the eosin it was wa shed in 96% alcohol to r id it of 
exces s ive stain, then placed in clear 96% alcohol for f i ve 
minutes. It was then pl aced on a gla ss sl i de, arr anged and 
picked apart with the aid of disse;cting needles and under a 
dissecting microscope, to make available for drawi ng t he 
various types of teeth. When it had been satisfactorily 
exposed it was mounted in Euparol. Each slide was then 
labelled with the name of the specimen, pr epara tor's name 
and dat e of preparation, given the catalogue number of the 
s pecimens as well a s t he i{yp.e of sta i n and mounting medium 
used. The slides wer e placed in slide holder s and filed in 
3" x :S tt card catalogue drawers. The r adula being a hard, 
chitinous, structurally fixed obj ect, it was found unnecessary 
to pass it gradually from the lower percentages of alcohol to 
the higher and vice versa . Also by using Eupar o1. ; _ , radulae 
could be mounted directly from 75-96% alcohol. This speeded 
up the preparation of radulae for microscopic s tudy very 
materially. 
Measurements.- Wherever possible, fifty specimens of 
each species, ten individuals from each of five different lmts 
were carefully selected a t i ntervals throughout the range of 
the species and measured to strike an avera ge for t he s pecies. 
Four measurements were made of e ach s pecimen. Thi s meant 
forty measur ements per lot or t wo hundred measur ements per 
s pecies. Thes e are as follows: 
9 
.-
1 point on the aperture edge was then measured. This is the 
I 
aperture length. 
Maximum width.- The specimen wa s placed with the aperture 
awa¥ from or towards the measurer and the spire uppermost. 
The distance between the outermost point on the left to the 
outermost l point on the right was then measured. This is a 
horizontal, not an oblique measurement and is the measurement 
used here. 
Minimum width.- The specimen was placed so tha t the 
pointed tip of the spire was toward or away from the measurer 
and the aperture was horizontal. The verti cal distance 
between the highest and lowest points on the body whorl was 
measured. Care was observed not to include among the measure-
ments spines or other excreseences that are merely extraneous 
ornamentations on the whorls and not the true whorl itself. 
Two figures may be of advantage here to illustrate more 
clearely what is meant by these measurements. The measure-
ments from the specimens of each lot were averaged. 
10 
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fig. 1. Diagrams illustrating the lines along which the 
measurements of specimens were taken. 1, length; 
2, aperture length; 3, maximum width; 4, minimum 
width. 
A vernier caliper with a millimeter scale was used in all cases 
to make measurements and found to be far more rapid and accur at 
than the use of graph paper. All measurements used in this 
paper are given in millimeters. 
Characters of shell.- An attempt has been made to standard e 
the terminology and the order in which the various characters 
occur so that the reader may be able to make quick comparisons 
of species. The terms, in general, are: shell shape, imperfora or 
not; solid or thin; color. pattern; number and shape of whorls, 
extended or depressed, turbinate, etc., spire and its angle, ap ture 
shape, palatal lip, parietql wall, and ang~e of apertur e , suture type 
of sculpture, periostracum, radula, and measurements. Most of 
112 
T. --------I these character s are self-explanatory but a few may need a 
made by the line drawn through the junction of these two and j 
touching the edges of the spire whorls opposite the horizontal \ 
I 
ones. A diagram may help to clarify this definition. The r e 1 
rl 
II 
is no rea son for not using the angle formed by the whorls of 
the spire and the right horizontal line. As long as the 
measurements are all made t he same way it makes no difference. 
f 
I 
• I 
fig. 2. The angle of the s pire 
is the angle 
between the 
II 
I 
Palatal li o.- This is the outer lip of the aperture away 
from the columellar and is described as the author views it 
with the aperture facing him. 
Parietal wall.- That area of the shell that forms the 
columellar or inner edge of the aperture (inner and outer 
being relative to the axis of the spire). 
Aperture angle.- The angle of the aperture is found by 
placing the specimen in such a way tha t the spire rests on· .a 
vertical line and the lowest tip of the aperture touches the 
junction of this vertical line with one horizontal to it. The 
angle that the upper edge of the aperture forms with the 
horizontal is the aperture angle. A diagram may prove useful 
in defining this term. If a shell is dextral, then the angle 
of the aperture falls on the left side of the vertical. If it 
is sinistral, the aperture angle falls on the right side of 
the vertical. 
fig. 3. The aperture angle is 
the angle formed between 
the arrow points. 
I 
'I I
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RADULA OF THE NERITIDAE 
H. B. Baker (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 70, p. 128, 
............... 
1923) states: "Although more var iable than that of the 
Helicinidae, the radula of the Neritidae is still surprisingl y 
stable. The most variable character app ears to be the number 
of cusps on the E-lateral, although even these differences 
appear to indicate a certain amount of racial differentiation 
or can be correlated with age (compare Neritina virginea).n 
The author has found this to be true to a large extent 
among the Neritas and Neritinas of the West Indian region. 
They vary from Fluvinerita tenebricosa C. B. Ads. with slightl 
roughened E-laterals and undentated marginals t o Neritina 
elenchi·.~ Russell :· .. f rom fresh water with about thirty fine, but 
distinct denticles on the E-lateral.highly denticulate 
/ 
marginals. 
In general, the terminology of H.B.Baker's 1923 work is 
used here for the radula teeth. It is as follows: 
"R-central rhachidian central 
14 
unpaired central (Fischer 1885; middle plate Trosche , 
1866-1882) 
central A-plate A-central; 1st paired central, 
2nd central (Fischer); 1st "between"-pla t e (Troschel); 
"wing"-plate (von Martens, 1879); 1st lateral. 
A-B-C plates A-, B-, C-centrals; paired 
centrals (Fischer); "between"-plates (Troschel), laterals. 
... 
D-plate 
T-lateral (Helicini dae). 
E-plate 
(Helicinidae). 
D-, E-, plates 
D-lateral; comb-lateral or 
E-lateral; accessory pla te 
Capituliform tooth (Fischer), 
or complex; lateral (Fischer), or laterals; inner lateral 
n'-edge", or "mushroom"-plate (Troschel); "umbrella"-plate 
1 (von Martens)~ 
I Uncini Marginals; lateral lamellar or 
., lamellae of the outer lateral (Troschel); border teeth 
(von Martens)." 
Apparently, there is some confusion in Baker's system of 
naming the various teeth of the r adula since in his key of 
definitions on p . 120 the D-la teral is described a s the "comb ' 
lateral or T-lateral". This can only be the large lateral 
tooth with an anterior portion that bears denticles, if there 
are any, and is usually the lar gest, or principle tooth of 
the radula. It is usually quite distinct and unmistakable. 
The E-lateral is defined on the same page as an "accessory 
plat e". This is theY-shaped tooth pressed against the base 
of the D- lateral so closely that it is like a part of that 
tooth. Later, p . 12~, the D-lateral is referred to, pl. 9, 
fig. 2D, which is a Y-shaped tooth and the text describes 
this tooth and r efers to lettering as given in that figure. 
P. 123 refers to pl. 9, fig. 2E, which is t he l arge cus~-
15 
bearing tooth or T-la teral of his key. The text describes thi~ 
tooth and refers to lettering on the pl a te so there can be no I 
mistake as to wha t is meant by this description. Obviously, 
there ha s been a confusion of designation either in the ~ey 
or the text. The author has chosen to call the Y: shaped tooth 
"D-lateral" and the lar ge T- or cusp-bearing lateral, the 
"E-lateral" in a ccordance wit h t he figures on pl ate 9 of 
Baker' s work. 
The Neritoid r adula is a primitive one composed chiefly 
of the parts as given above. A general description of it 
will suffice here . The radula of each s pecies will be dis-
cussed under that s pecies and how i t differs from the general 
one. The lingual ribbon is composed of a central (R-central) 
tooth which varies from subtriangular to square in outli ne. 
The A-central which is the next tooth l a terally from the 
center is claviform, bearing a mor e or less promineht outer 
posterior shoulder. The B-central is small, suboval, and 
bears an irregular ridge on its exposed surfface. Next to this 
is the C-central which is somewhat larger with a larger 
' irregular ridge t hat articulates with that of the B-central. 
It is about the same shape as the B-central. These two teeth 
are followed laterally by the D and E-laterals which, a s 
Baker says, are often in such close contact with one another 
tha t they cannot be separ ated without breaking one or the 
other in that process. The E-latera l resembles a mushroom 
which has been sectioned vertically into t wo sagi t tal halves 
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and a hollow made on the sectioned surface of the pileus. 
The stipe, or pillar, of the second E-lateral 
articulates with the first in this groove. The outer 
edge of the pileus may be cusped by a few large denticle~, 
smooth, slightly roughened, or bearing many small cusps. 
The D-lateral is a Y-shaped tooth with a curved lower end. 
It fits anteriorly across the stipe of the E-lateral. 
The marginals vary very much .among themselves in the 
same r adula. They may be broad or narrow at the base 
and bear at the free end a hook with longer or shorter 
denticles or may be smooth at this end but merely like 
a claw. The outermost marginals are usually long 
and wedge-shaped with a ridge at the broad, free end 
which may or may not bear denticles. The accompanying 
diagram will aid the above description. 
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Fig. 4. Typ~cal Neritinoid Radula 
E. 
R - R central, A - A central, B - B lateral, C - C lateral, 
D - D lateral, E - E lateral. 
1. posterior lobe and point 
2. · outer projection if inner arm of Y-thickening 
3. base 
4. major inner cusp 
5. base of C-lateral 
6. anterior wing directed downward for support 
7. base or pillar of E-lateral underlying D~lateral 
8. ridge of B-lateral 
9 .. ridge of C-lateral 
10. body of E-lateral 
11. lateral end of A-lateral 
12. central end of A-lateral 
13. elliptical reflection 
14. thickened upper rim or cusp edge of R-central 
15 cusp of A-lateral 
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The diagram tha t is given above is Neritina 
reclivata and taken from Baker, 1923. This diagram has been 
selected as a r adula that contains the necessary parts for 
discussion. This is relative to Nerita and Neritina, not for 
Smaragdia or Neritilia. Wherever the word "typical" is used 
in the descriptions of the radulae under the sp,ecies sections, 
it is in comparison to fig. 4 and not i n connection with what 
may be ty~ical for that s pecies or other species. The diagram 
is merely used as a "yardstick" or standard as a basis for 
comparison. 
THE FOSSIL NERITIDAE 
1. 
Neritidae l There are over two hundr ed living s pecies in the 
with an .additional sixty or more fossil species. The fossil 
forms occur from the early Jurassic to t he present with well 
dleveloped patterns and become numerous in the Miocene and 
Pliocene. 
The following paragraphs from 11Miocene Mollusks from 
Bowden, Jamaica, (W.P.Woodring 1928, pp . 4 23-434) gives a 
very concise account of the Neritidae in tropical America. 
"Nerita has not yet been recorded from the later Tertiary 
depos~ts of tropical America, though it is represented i n 
collections of Pliocene Age from Costa Rica. The absence of 
this genus in the Miocene deposits of t h is r egion probably 
is due to the scarcity among fossils of shells tha t clung to 
rocks. Five species of Neritina and one of Smaragdia have 
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been described from the Oligocene, Miocene, and Pliocene beds of 
tropical America. I . 
"For some reason fossil Neritinas retain their color marki , s 
in a remarkable manner. Among the Miocene mollusks from tropicaM 
. II 
America they have more distinct color markings than any other gefl"us•" 
There has, however, been very little change from these earl~ er 
forms to the present. Of the two main groups 'round in the West 
Indian region, Nerita is found from the Jurassic to the present 
and Neritina is found from the Cretaceous to the present •. 
As far as we know there ar e no fossil West Indian forms 
living today. 
ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE 
In general the Neritidae are of slight economic importance, 
but Martin and Uhler, 1939, p. 97, have shown that Neritina 
reclivata Say is of great significance as food for game ducks. 
I For example, they state, p. 97, that "this important species . 
seems to be of greatest use to waterfowl in the area of tr.ansi-
tion from fresh to brackish water in the territory extending 
from the mouth of the Mississippi Rive.r to Flor i da. 11 In 1935 
it was observed at Cat Island, Bahamas; that most of the 
Neritas along the northwest shore had been eaten by the natives. 
I These were eaten as the r esult of. a hurricane of a few years 
before that had caused a shortage of food on the island. The 
natives also use the larger species as bait for fish. In the 
same year it was also noted on the island of New Pro¥idence, 
II 
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Bahamas, that Neritina viPgiBc~ virginea Linne formed a large 
part of the diet of flamingos and this gastropod prob ably is of 
equal importance as food for other wading birds. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF COLOR PATTERN 
As in many other groups of animals color ~ ~ of the 
individuals of the family Neritidae is of little or no value 
as a specific determinant. It is exceedingly variable, 
especially with Neri tina 7liFgiRea virginea Linne and has 
probably been ore of the chief causes responsible for its 
extensive synonymy. The pattern of the colors, however, is of 
far greater importance since certain species possess a quite 
constant type of color application to the shells. The patterns 
vary, of course, somewhat within rather narrow limits. 
RANGE 
The ranges of the various species have been divided into 
the following geographic areas for the sake of clarity and 
conciseness: United States, Bermuda, East coast of Central 
America (we are not concerned here with species from the west 
coast or those found in the west coast drainage systems), East 
coast of South America (the same as above applies here a~so), 
bahama Ids., Greater Antilles, and Lesser Antilles. The 
@reater·and Lesser Antilles are divided at the Anegada Channel 
between the Virgin Ids. and Anguilla, St. Martin, St. Bartholome , 
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faunistically the islands west and north of the Anegada Channel 
seem to be more closely related among themselves than· they do t 
those islands south and east of them. Likewise, the islands 
south and west of thasi Channel seem mvre closely knit faunistically 
with themselves than with the islands to the northwest. 
EXPLANATION OF MAPS 
The maps showing the distribution of certain of the 
Neritidae from the West Indian region are ba sed entirely 
upon specimens examined by the author. No records from 
the literature have been used. Each lot was examined, detep-
mined as t o s pecies, and tpe locality dotted upon a map. 
Therefore, these maps represent the analysis of a single 
person. Many of the localities were so close togethe r 
that a single dot was sufficient for more than one record. 
GENERAL ECOLOGY 
The general ecology of the Neritidae inhabiting the West · 
Indian region is extremely varied. For example, certain specie 
are found living on exposed rocks under compl•3tely marine 
conditions as a~ Cuba. These rocks are beaten constantly by 
heavy swells and the Neritidae occurring here are able to 
withstand the · same amount _of pounding as the chi tons with which 
... 
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they are found. These Neritas usually cling to the rocks from 
a few feet above high tide mark well into the intertidal zone. 
One species inhabits the undersides of broken boulders in salt 
water. · certain species live in the splash pools above high 
tide mark. These pools range from almost entirely fr esh to 
hypersaline and the temperature rises to over 90° F. during t he 
day. 
Several species prefer the quieter waters of sheltered bays 
and will even tolerate slightly bnackish waters. Some of these 
1 brackish water forms are rock lovers, while others dwell in 
l1 
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the mud of mangrove swamps. The mangrove swamp species, 
Neritina viPgiaoa virginea L. is often f ound clinging to the 
aeria l roots of these trees at the lower margin of the inter-
tidal zone. For many hours at a time specimens of this species 
will remain above the water subject to desiccation and t he heat I 
of the sun. We find certain species that will tolera te both I 
brackish water and completely freshwater conditions, moving 
back and forth between the two. 
Finally there are several s pecies that inhabit fr eshwater 
entirely. These occur on stones or other hard objects usually 
in riflfles or swiftly running water. 
As far as is known ther e are no freshwater forms in North 
America nor are there any truly terrestrial or semi-arborial 
forms in the West Indian region. 
Neritina cornea Linne is found inhabiting the trees and 
gardens of the natives in the Solomon I s lands, Western Pacific 
23 
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(Eyerdam 1936) • . TheodoJtus fluviatilis Linne can survive in 
thermal springs and also temperatures near :freezing in the 
rivers of Europe. 
MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS 
Density.- Andrews (1938) carried on some i nvestigations 
with Neritina virginea Linne from Jamaica in which he was 
able to demonstrate that darker shells from water of density 
1.0174 reflected 9% of the light that fell on them from a 
magn~sium oxide light used as a standard source of light~ 
while those from densities 1.0258-1.0275 reflected 18% 
and those from water of a density 1.0380 reflected 37%. 
The conclusion to be draWn from these figures is that 
density plays a part in the brilliance of these Neritinas~ 
though, as Andrews states, tnere may 'l)e other factors at 
work also, such as heat, l ight, turbidity of the water, 
and food. By and large, the darker shells were found in 
the lesser densities and the light er shells in the denser 
waters. There are too many unknowns, however, which have 
not been eliminated in connection with this work of 
Andrews to make it possible to state that density in any 
way influences the development of shells hearing a lighter 
or a darker color pattern. 
---==-=~~======-=============-==-==----~=-========================~====== 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES 
The island of Jama ica, B. W. I., possesses a number of 
the most interesting and intermediate forms among the Nerites 
found in the West Indian Region. It is the only locality in 
this area, as far as is known,that possesses a s pecies 
peculiar to it, Fluvinerita tenebricosa C. B. Adams. Lot 
M. C. z. 88814 from the mouth of Tovm Creek, Montego Bay, 
is made up of specimens in general slightly smaller than 
Puperita tristis Orbigny resembling them i n color pattern, 
rotundity, and whi t e color. of the operculum. The radula, 
however, most closely simula tes tha t of Neritina virginea 
Linne from Nassau, New Providence. Id., Bahamas, M. c. z. 
lot 107232. Since some of the specimens from Montego Bay, 
Jamaica, have a color pattern not trmly like P. tristis, 
I have termed these Neritina virginea. Lot M. C. A. 75898 
from the mouth of Dunn's River, Jamaica, is composed of 
specimens resembling P. tristis in globosity and chalky 
white ope rculum. In size they are much larger than that 
species. The color pattern suggests both Neritina virginea 
and P. tristis. They possess the flattened columellar area 
and the slightly yellowish a perture i nterior of the latter. 
The radula also resembles that of P. tristis. For these 
reasons I am naming this lot after that species, appr eciating 
j that there are differ ences between this lot and true P. tristis. 
Lot M. c. A. 88812 from Sandy Bay, Jamaica, is also a curious 
one resembling P. tristis in possessing a chalky-white 
operculum. The s pecimens have a light yellow edge fading to 
blue as we proceed from the edge toward the interior of the 
aperture. Thus, they possess the aperture color pattern of 
both N. 7JiPgiBo'a vir g±nea and P. tristis. The globosity of the 
shells is more like the latter but the color pattern of the 
exterior and the rather convex columellar area suggests the 
former. The radula, however, more closely approaches P. tristi J 
j with its rather long R-central, heavy triangular A-central with 
a large posterior lobe and rather heavy elliptical reflection, 
bearing many fine cusps on its anter ior edge. These specimens 
1 are from salt or brackishwater. 
I 
Since these specimens exteriorly most closely simulate 
N. vir~inea virginea in type ' of color pattern and by this 
character can be most readily identified, I am calling t hem 
after that species. I fully realize that this is not entireiy 
l
j satisfactory, but until the genetics of individuals of this 
type can be carefully studied, their true position must remain 
somewhat of an enigma. 
There are other localities from which the M. C. Z. posses_se::; 
specimens that do not fit pr ecisely into any one of the des-
criptions given for the various species. One of these localities 
is the island of Guadeloupe. Here we find specimens which 
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closely resemble N. elenchi Russell and apparently come from 
rather a cid fresh water since their s pires are very much 
corroded in almos t every case. They differ from N. elenchi, 
however, in possessing a very much thicker periostracum, ~ sub-
pa telliform shape, and a somewhat larger palatal lip . The 
operculum is white instead of slate-colored as in that s pecies 
and the shells tend to be thinner. Certain of these diff erence~ 
may be due to acid water conditions such as the thickening of 
the periostracum to protect the shell against dissolution, 
with the resultant darkening of the color pattern. Lime for 
the construction of the shells would be hard t o obtain and hard 
to hold in acid wate-r. Thus, we should expect to find that 
the shells tended to be somewha t t hinner. These conclusions 
are based upon the supposition that t h ese shells were taken 
from fresh water, the supposition being ba sed upon the con-
dition of the shells.. The labels with the specimens t ell us 
nothing but that tl:¥ly wer e .. collec t ed within one mile of St. 
Rose on the north coast of Basse Terre, Guadeloupe. I am 
calling these specimens after N. elenchi, however, realizing 
tha t here also, there are differences. I was unable to examine 
the radula of these xpecimens since n one of them i n the 
collection of the M. C. z. possessed soft parts from which the 
radulae could be extracted and studied. 
Nerita genuana Reeve 1855, Conch. Icon. pl. 18, figs. 77a-1 
is identical vd th s·pe cimens of Neri ta funicula ta Menke. Zeit-
schrift f ur Mal. p. 169, 1850, from Panama. Reeve gives no 
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but the radula appearsto be the only infallible character 
yet described ------" 
nTypical N. virginea from Matanzas, Cuba, has 13-15 
cusps on the E-lateraili; those from Cienfuegos, Cuba, 15-19." 
Therefor e the number of cusps on the same tooth varies by 
six in the same species. "Typical N. reclivata Say from 
Florida shows 22-27, but a young specimen from Mississippi 
has only 14." 
Age apparently makes a difference in the number of 
cusps according to Baker a.nd this factor causes the number 
of cusps to fall well within the range for N. viPgiaea 
virginea Linne. Where is the line to be drawn between the 
two specimens since there is greater variance between the 
mature specimens of N. reclivata and a young specimen than 
there is between the young of N. reclivata and N. viFgiBoa 
virginea. ~he nu¢ber of cusps on the E-lateral does not 
seem, the refore, to be an infallible character for deter-
mination. Based upon this point alone, it would be 
8 
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impossib~e to differentiate between the two. 
Baker further states, 11 The R-centrals of the s pecimens 
of N~ viPgi~Qa virginea and t hose of N. reclivata from 
·Florida show an outline that is longer t han broad, while 
those from Venezuela w~th as high as 29 cusps on the 
E-lateral of the older spe~imens shows an outlli~e that is 
broader than long . In all s pecimens the shape of the rim 
is quite constant when viewed so tha t it is horizontal. IDhe 
first lot of zigzag shows 14-15 cusps on the E-marginals, 
the second 23-25. Nevertheless, the specimens of the same 
age from a single lot a re quite constant. It seems v.ery 
probable that a careful study of the entire area .will 
show N. vi¥gifiea virginea actually does consist of a ntimber 
of species, each with its def inite range, but, at present, 
no sharp distinctions seem possible." 
Roger, E. J. 1934, pp. 78-79, finds that t he denticles 
of Theodoxus vary:. ; in s pecimens in a small area. 
The author find s also that t he number of denticles is 
variable among specimens of t he same species. The radula, 
therefore, is not an "infallible" character for the dleter-
mination .. of species and their varietie s, but merely an added 
f actor pro or con in the establishment of the relationship 
among' s pecimens. It must be considered in its proper::.·-
29 
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proportion to the o ther characters of anatomy, shell, and 
operculum that constitute the individuals. No ~ of these 
characters can be set aside as a final and unerring court of 
appeal whose dictum may be accepted as ir~allible. The 
reason for this is that all and each of them is changeable 
and it is only when the specimen at hand possesses more 
characters of one kind than another that we can say it is 
t his species or that, this variety or that, or that it is 
new to science. 
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Nerita seloronta Linne 
pl. A, -~:·t:L g~ , l. : rpl. ~-J., map l 
Nerita neloronta Linne 1758, Syst. Nat. ed. 10, p. 778; 
v. Martens 1888, Conchy.-Cab., ~ pt. 11, pp. 69-72, pl. 2, 
C. . V.I. Y.r-'/o N "S't'. 
fig. 2-7, 9, pl. 13, fig. 11; H. A. Pil!ery 1888, Man. 
Conch. 10, pp. 24-25, pl. 4, fig. 75-77; H. B. Baker 1923, 
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel:phia .?2.' p. 169, pl. 16, fig. 39. 
Nerita virginea R8ding 1?98 , Museum Boltenianum p. 19, 
sp. 226. 
Nerita papiliQ R8ding 1998, Museum Boltenianum p. 19, 
sp. 224. 
Nerita erythrodon R~cluz 1850, Journ. de Conch. 1, 
- · 
p. 283. 
Descriotion.- Shell globose and solid. Ground color 
dirty yellow. Pattern consisting of zigzags of black and 
red. Shell deeply impregnated by pigment. Whorls 3, 
rounded in cross section. Spire low, cast at an angle 
of 120° and often somewhat corroded. Aperture lunate and 
cast at an angle of 66°. Palatal lip thin, faintly 
scalloped, sharp, marginate with the callosity bearing 15-23 
small teeth. Superior and inferior palatal teeth larger 
than others; with the · tnterfor hinge tooth strong. Parietal 
area thick, undulated, concave, white to dirty yellow with 
-- ,.-· 
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irregular red to orange central spot, and bearing one or 
two strong teeth, one usually larger than the other. 
Suture faintly impressed. Sculpture consisting of spiral 
jidges crossed by many faint axial lines of growth which 
are always present. ·rhe spiral ridges may vary greatly 
in number and from coanse to smooth. 
Operculum opaque, calcareous and with i nterior 
coral pink. The surface is undulated and shiny with 
the rib absent. Peg much reduced and pitted. Periostrical 
layer pres ent along t he palatal margin of exterior. 
Operculum consisting of two sections, the first raised, 
smooth and orange in color, the second and lower part 
smooth to papillose and. colored a brownish-green. 
Radula.- R-central oblong in shape. 
A-central very much heavier than in fig. A 
and with a rounded prominence between the t wo ends of the 
tooth instead of at 1. 
B-central with "s" shaped ridge. 
C-central typical. 
D-lateral about typical but with outer 
projection of inner arm placed lower on inne r arm. 
E-lateral w:i.th very heavy and large elliptical 
reflection and bearing no cusps. 
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Inner marginals with large claw1 like anterior portion 
bearing no cusps. The middle marginals develop about .. 20 
fine cusps and these become approximately 23 coarser and 
longer denticles. The outermost marginals bear about 20 
very fine denticles. 
Measurements.-
maximum minimum aperture 
length 
width width length 
Cuba: Punt.a de la Sabanilla 
Ci enfue gos Bay 30.5 34 .1 20.7 26.9 mm. 
FlDrida: 24 mi. s. w •. , of 
Tavernier Key 29.0 32.3 20.2 26.0 
Key West 4 ili .7 45.1 26.1 36.7 
Caribbean Sea: Swan Id. 32.0 34.5 20.6 28.0 
Bahamas: Arthur's Town, 
Cat Id. 28.7 30.9 17.5 25.4 
Hispaniola: Puerto Sosua 29.3 3ili .O 19.0 26.0 
Type localit:y.- "0. .Asiae ad Bandam" (Linne). 
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Remarks.- A series from Piscadera Bay, Curasa~, is of 
interest i n that the ground color is lemon yellow in some 
specimens. The usual red color is lacking and the yellow may 
be almost entirely obscured by a dark brownish-blue pigment. 
Also, the marginate t eeth on the pal.atal eal.lo,sity are lacking 
except for the superior two. Some of the S/e cimens possess 
only one parietal tooth. 
The characters that distinguish N. neloronta from other 
snecies are very distinct. Therefore it has not been confused 
by earlie r authors with other forms • 
...... Ecology.- Nerita peloronta Linne lS strictly a marine 
species. It is found throughout the West Indies on the rocky 
coasts, even in places exposed to the full force of the sea. 
It is seldom found where there is any admixture of fresh water. 
While collecting this species one is struck with the fact of 
their abil i ty to hold on to the rocks with a great deal of 
tenacity, a character which enables this species to maintain 
its hold on the substratum even during severe storms. This is 
even more important when one realizes tha t it is not only the 
direct pounding of the s ea that must be sustained but also a 
tremendous amount of lateral wave pressure caused b~::o the 
uneven sea worn rocks that characterize most of the coast lirie 
of these West Indian islands. 
This species will tolerate but little brackish water. It 
soon disappears within the mouths of harbors wher e the sea 
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water has become somewhat fr e shened from shore drainage. 
Range.-
United States: Florida; east, west coasts and Keys. 
Bermuda: present. 
East coast of Central America: Roatan Id., Swan Id. 
off Honduras; Islands off Nicaragua; Panar6,a. 
East coast of South Amer ica: Co,J.ombia; Cura~ao; 
Tobago; Trinidad. 
Bahama Ids.: Gd. Bahama; Gt. Abaco; Eleuthera; Bimini 
Andros; New Providence; Cat; Long; Fortune; Mariguana; Gt. Ina 
Watlings. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba; Gd. Cayman; Hispaniola; 
Jamaica; Puerto Rico; Virgin Ids. 
Lesser Antilles: St. Martin; Antigua; Barbados. 
Nerita versicolor Gmelin 
pl. A, fig.2, p1. -2: . map 2. 
Nerita versicolor Gmelin 1791, Syst. Nat. I, pt. 6, p. 36 
-
Nerita pica Gmelin 1791, Syst. Nat. ed. 13, I, pt. 6, 
....-
Nerita flammea Gme1in 1791, Syst. Nat. ed. 13, I, pt. 6, 
p. 3685. 
Nerita tricolor Gmelin 1791, Syst. Nat. ed. 13, I, pt. 6, 
p. 3686. 
" Nerita musica Roding 17.98 , Mus. Bolt. p. 19, sp. 22?. 
Nerita tessellata R~ding 1798 , Mus. Bolt. p. 19, sp. 2251. 
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Nerita nivosa Reeve 1855, Conc;h. Icon.~ pl. 16, fig. 66. 
Nerita versicolor Gmelin, von Martens 1888, Conchy. Cab. 2 ' 
C.. w. pt. 11, p . 67, appears as a synonym of Nerita variegata; H. A. 
TryoN r..... );... 
Pi±!bry, lb88, Man. Conch. b£' p. 25, pl. 4, fig . 78, 79, pl.5, 
fig. 80; H. B. Baker 1923, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadel?hia 
70, pp . 168-169, pl. 15, fig. 38. 
-
Description.- Shell solid and globose; color consisting of 
a variable number of irregular black and red r ectangular spots 
on a dirty white background. The red may be lacking as in 
s pecimens from the island of Trinidad. Shell is deeply 
impregnated by pigment. Whorls 3 - 3 1/2, rounded in cross 
section. Spire low and point ed; sometimes considerably 
corroded, thoughrarely as much as in Nerita tessellata or 
Nerita antillarwn. Spire cast a t an angle of 1090. Aperture 
lunate and cast at an angl e of 58 1/2°. Palatal lip thin and 
sharp, irregular ly scallopped and s potted with red, white and 
black a t the margin. It is marginate, marginate callosity 
bearing 10-15 distinct teeth; superior and inferior t eeth 
stronger t han others; interior palatal hi nge tooth faint. 
Pari etal area thick , slightly convex and irregularly ridged. 
It is whi te to yellowish in color and bears four to five 
strong , teeth- usually four. Suture faintly impressed. No 
periostracum present. Sculpture consisting of a variable 
number of rounded, spiral ridges often dividing once as they 
a pproach the aperture. They bear many faint axial lines of 
growth. 
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Operculum opaque, calcareous and brownish grey. Rib 
strong; peg faint to lacking; if pres ent, it is slightly pitted 
There is a slight periostrical layer along the palatal margin. I 
Exterior finely papillose and slightly concave. 
Radule.- R-central more rectangular in outline than is 
typical. 
A-central broad, as wide at central as at lateral 
end. Posterior lobe prominent and about midway between the 
two ends. 
B-central 1?-rger than typical, more elongate. 
C-central with narrower base than typical. 
D-lateral with larger anterior wing than ty ":3ical 
and with outer projection of i nner arm of Y-thickening much 
reduced. 
E-lateral with broad elliptical reflection which 
bears no cusps. There is a large wing at the lateral end of 
the tooth which is:·parallel to the base or pillar of it. 
Marginals with single claw-like projection. These 
develop 9 - 12 long, slender denticles arranged semicircularly 
as we progress laterally. The outermost marginals bear about 
25 denticles. 
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M·~ asurements.-
maximum minimum aperture 
length 
width width length 
Cuba: Punta de los Colorados, 
Cienfuegos Bay 21.6 21.1 15.3 18.3 
Trinidad: To co 25.6 28.3 17.6 22.7 
Bermudas 26.9 28.1 17.2 23.4 
Honduras: Oak Ridge, 
Ruatan Id. 21.7 23.8 14.5 19.4 
Florida: Plantation Key 20.0 21.1 13.4 17.9 
The specimens from near the extremes of the range 
(Bermuda and the island . of Trinidad) were very much larger 
than those of the more cent ral portion. Those from Trinidad 
were especially interesting in that they were very dark in 
color - many of them lacking the usual pink to red spots. 
Type locality.- "ad insulas antillas" (Gmelin). 
Remarks.- There has been a certain amount of confusion 
with Nerita versicolor Gmelin i n t he past, bUt today the 
species is well defined by its shape and arrangement of the 
columellar teeth whic~ separate it from any other known 
member of the family Neritidae in the West I ndies. The color 
pattern varies somewhat but, as a rule, is very stable. 
mm 
/ Ecology.- N. versicolor, lik§ Nerita peloronta Lilli~e lives 
on the most exposed coastal rocks in salt water. The author 
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has gathered s pecimens of both t hese s pecies from the most 
exposed rocks of the outermost i slands of t he Bahamas w~ere the 
full force of the Atlantic swells beat unchecked on the rocky 
headlands. Both these species exis t side by side, yet never 
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seem to interbreed. They are not found on sand or fn fr esh wa ~e ., 
but will occasionally exist in sli ghtly brackish water. 
Range.~ 
United States: Florida, east, west coast and Keys. 
Bermuda: Present. 
E~st coast of Central America: Ruatan and Swan Id. 
off Honduras; Islands off Nicaragua; Costa Rica; Panama. 
East coast of South America: Colombia; Venezuela; 
Curarao; Bonaire; Trinidad ; Brasil. 
Bahama Islands: Grand Bahama; Great Abaco; Bimini; 
\ 
Andr¢s; New Providence; Eleuthera; Cat; Watlm gs; Long; 
Fortune; Mariguana; Grea t Inagua; Gaicos; Ragged Id. Group. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba ; Hispaniola; Jamaica; Puerto 
\ Rico; Mona Id.; Virgin Ids . 
Lesser Antilles: St. Christopher (St. Kitts); Antigua 
Dominica; Bar bados. 
Nerita antillarlli~ Gmelin 
pl. A, fig. : ~ . pl ~ 3 . map 3. 
Nerita antillarum Gmelin 1791, Syst. Nat. -~ Pt. 6, p . 368 ·• 
Nerita fulgurans Gmelin 1791, Syst. Nat. I, pt. 6, p. 3685 
., . . -
Nerita listeri Pfeiffer 1840 in Weig. Arch. f. Naturg. ~ 
Pt. 1, p . 255 (Not Neritina listeri Sby .). 
Nerita praecognita C. B. Adams 1845, Proc. Boston Soc ·. Na t 
His~.!-,.; Pt. 1, p . 7. 
Nerita comma-notata Re eve 1855, Conch. Icon. 9, fig. 72. 
~ 
Nerita scalpta Reeve 1855, Conch. Icon. S, fig. 31. 
·----
Descrintion.- Shell globose and solid. Color consisting of 
an irregular marbling of black and white areas; often the white 
is indented below tne black, the white appearing to be worn 
away leaving the black portion r aised above it. She±l deeply 
impregnated with pi gment. Vfuorls 2 1/2 to 2 3/4, rounded in 
cross section. Spire low, often badly corroded and cast at an 
angle of 1320. Aperture lunate and cast a t an . angle of 5-9Q. 
Palatal lip thin, sharp, irregularly scall opped with a thin 
band, black or irreguiliarly spotted with white at the margin. 
Marginate with a callosity bearing 12 to 15 distinct teeth, 
superior t wo teeth and inferior one tooth stronger than o thers; 
interior palata_l _hinge tooth weak. Parietal area thick, 
concave and irregularly papillose, white to yellowish, bearing 
t wo distinct central teeth. Suture faintly impressed. No 
periostracum present. Sculpture consists of a variable number 
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of crenulated spiral ridges showing many faint s pirewardly 
curved, axial lines of growth. Irregular black portions stand 
above the worn white ones as noted above. Spiral ridges tend 
to divide once or twice as they approach the aperture. :_; J . :. ' 
Operqulum opaque, calcareous, slightly conv ex and bluish 
grey to yellowish in color. Exterior irregularly and finely 
papillose. Rib usually strong with peg pitted and much reduced; 
periostrical layer developed along the palatal margin. 
Radula.- R-central typical in oUtline and bearing a "V" 
shaped base (fig.~1A,3). 
A-centra l heavier than typical with l ess orominen 
~ I 
posterior lobe, but with a rounded prominence between the ends 
of the tooth on that side. 
B~central with more "s" shaped ridge than typica l 
C-central typical. 
D-lateral with reduced to lacking outer projecti 
of inner arm of Y-thickening. 
E-lateral with. large heavy elliptical reflection 
bearing no cusps. 
Inner marginals with smooth claw-like anterior portion. 
Proceeding laterally, however, these teeth become cusped with 
8 or more long ones. The outermost marginals also appear to 
possess fine dentations. 
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Measurements.-
maximum minimum aperture 
length 
width . width length 
Florida: Tahiti Beach 20.2 22 .8 14.2 19.2 mm. 
Key West 25.9 28 .6 17.3 24.4 
Cuba: Punta La Milpa, 
Cienfuegos Bay . 19.4 21.6 13.5 19.9 
Santo Domingo; Sta. Barbara 
de Sarna~ 17.1 18.9 12.0 16.3 
Trini dad: To co 22.~ 24 .5 15.0 19.9 
Brasil_: Puerto Seguro 15.3 17.3 l0.8 14.7 
· Specimens from Key West are all unusually large. 
Type localitY.-"frequens ad i nsulas Antillas 11 (Gmelin). 
Remarks.- Nerita antillarum Gmel. can always be distinguis 
ed from Nerita tessellata Gmel. by the bluish-grey to yellow 
cast of the operculum which is decidedly black in the latter 
form. The color patterns are quite different; t ha t of true 
N. tessellata is a s eries of distinct black and white alter-
nating dots while tha t of N. antillarum Gmel. is far more 
blurr ed and irregular. The spiral ridges of N. antillarum 
are usually more numerous. The aperture is wider in relation 
to its length inN. antillarum and t he columellar teeth are 
more prominent. The most striking difference is the operculum 
which separates these two species at a glance since that of 
N. antillarum is blui sh-white, while that of N. tessellata is 
black. N. antillarum, as a species, is usually somewhat 
larger than Gmel. resembles 
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Nerita funiculat a Mke. from the West coast of Central America 
very closely in color pattern and shape of the aperture, but 
differs from it by having a less elongate operculum, a higher 
s pire, and much more prominent columellar teeth. Also, the 
operculum of funicul ata tends to have a pinkish cast not 
found in antillarum, the l ar ger or t he t wo species. 
A comparison of the t wo species follows: 
Nerita antillarum Gmel. Nerita f uniculat a Afre. 
Operculum - bluish-white Operculum - pink to bluish-
Peg - pitted - much r educed 
Rib - usually shor t, strong, 
but ~ccasionally very 
much reduced 
Exterior coarsely granulose 
Relation of length to width 
1 X 1.7 
black with pinkish cast 
Peg - pitted - much reduced 
Rib - usually long, strong -
stronger than N. antill arum 
but occasionally much reduced 
Exterior more finely granular 
than N. a.ntillarum 
Rela tion of length to width 
1 X 2 
Ecology.- Nerita antilla rum Gmelin is only found where 
t here is a moder ate amount of brackish water. It generally 
replaces N. tessellata withi n t he mouths of harbor.s · where 
the water is only slightly freshened but not, however, 
strictly iDrackish. · Cbnditi o:rJ. s of t hi s sort only 
exist wher e there ar e f ai r l y sizable rivers entering r a t her 
lar ge har bor enclosures, where the admixture of s alt and 
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fresh water is more or less constant at all times. These would 
explain the absence of this form i n the Bahamas where conditio 
of this sort do not exist, as well as many other of the 
smaller islands found in the West Indies. 
Where found, this species is exceedingly abundant and its 
absence from so much of the territory throughout the West 
Indies is due to its peculiar ecologic requirements. 
Range.-
United States: Florida, east coast and Keys. 
Bermuda: Present 
Eaet coast of Central America: Mexico; British 
Honduras; muatemala; Honduras; Nicaragua; Costa Rica; Panama. 
East coast of South America: Colombia; Venezuela; 
Brasil; Curasao; Trinidad. 
Bahama Ids.l No records. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba; Hispaniola; PuertoRico; 
Virgin Ids. 
Less e~ Antil~es: No records. 
Nerita tes sellata Gmelin 
pl. A, fig. ~ 1-· pl. 4. map 4. 
Nerita tessellata Gmelin 1791, Syst. Nat. I, Pt. 6, p.3685 
-
Nerita exarata Pfeiffer 1840, ih Weigmann, A¥ch. f. Naturg 
6, p. 255 • 
.._.. 
Nerita varia Meusch. 1852, Cat. Yoldi, p. 168, sp. 3042 • 
. -.. ,·==================l=l==== 
Nerita tessellata v. Martens 1887, Conchy.-Cab. _£, pt. 11, 
_pp. 55~58, pl. 2, fig. 12, and 21-~~' pl. 9, fig. 14-20; ft. '% 
~Il;'bi; 1888, Man. conch. 10, p. 24, pl. 4, fig. 71-74, pl. 9, 
,_ , '_: ~. -
· ' 
fig. 69; H. B. Baker, 1923, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. ,22J 
p. 166. 
DescriQtion.- Shell solid and globose. Color consisting of 
alternating irregularly shaped, raised black spots and indented 
dirty-white spots. Shell deeply impregnated with pi gment. 
Whorls 2 l/2, rounded in cross section. Spire low cast at.~ :!.an 
angle of 118° and often considerably corroded. Aperture lunate 
cast at an angle of 63°. Palatal lip thin, sharp, irregularly 
scallopped and marginate. Marginate callosity bearing 13 to 18 
distinct teeth. Superior and inferior palatal teeth larger 
than the others. Interior palatal hinge tooth faint. Parietal 
area thick, concave, papillose, bluish-white and bearing two 
weak central teeth. Suture fainlly impressed. No periostracum 
present. Sculpture consisting of a variable number of spiral 
ridges broken i r regularly by alternating high and low areas; 
often faint axial lines are present and often the ridges break 
up · forming two or three smaller ones as they approach the 
aperture. 
Operculum opaque, calcareous and black. Exterior finely 
papi.l.lose~· Rib strong and peg much reduced and pitted. 
Periostrical layer present along the palatal margin. Exterior 
slightly convex. , 
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Radula.- R-central typical with t wo small projections at 
the rounded end. 
A-central narrow towards the center, but ,·ye;ry 
heavy laterally with a prominent posterior lobe_,tooth shaped 
like a leg of mutton with the small end towards the center. 
B-central about typical with "s" shap ed ridge. 
C-central typical. 
D-l ateral with outer projection of inner arm of 
Y-thickening lacking. 
E-lateral with large elliptical r eflection which 
is smooth on the edge t woards the center and develops a 
variable number of small denticles lateral1y,1 Inner marginals 
with single l ar ge claw-like anterior portion. Laterally the 
teeth become cusped first with about 8 short, broad, blunt 
one s and later wit h about 12 longer finer denticles semi-cir 
ly arranged. The outermost later als bear 12 to about 15 small 
cusps. 
Measurements.-
maximum minimum ap~rture 
length 
width wi dth length 
Santo Domingo: Sta. Barbara 
de Samana 14.9 17.0 10.6 14.6 mm. 
Cuba: Cayo IPrances, Caibarien, 
St. Clara Prov. 18.5 21.1 13.3 16.2 
Florida: Biscayne Bay 14.8 16.7 10.5 13.8 
,) 
Tahiti Beach 15.0 17.0 10.7 13 .7 
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maximum minimum aperture 
length 
width Width length 
Bermuda 18.1 20.8 12.7 16.7 
Bahamas: Clarence Town, 
Long Id. 16.3 17.4 10.5 14.7 
Type locality.- "ad insulas inter African et Medium 
Americanam intersitas'' (Gmelin). These are probably the West 
Indian islands since specimens similar to Gmelin's description 
are found there and not in the Madiera , Cape Verde or Canary 
Islands. 
Remarks.- Nerita tessellata Gme~in is more closely allied 
to N. antillarum Gmelin than to any other species from ·the West 
Indian r egion. There has been a certain amount of confusion 
with these two species among earlier authors , but as discussed 
under N. antillarum, these t wo may be readily distinguished. 
Ecology.- Nerita tessellata Gmelin, similaF to N. 
and ver s±color, is found-"dfuly where purely marine conditions 
exist. It will not, however, be found where wave action is 
strong unless there is sui table protection in rather deep 
cracks and crevices. It appears to be most abundant where 
there is plenty of broken rock which affords the necessary pro-
tection. It will, however, stand a little more brackish water 
than both of the above two species and will extend into the 
terriiDory occupied by N. antillarum. 
·rhis species has a tendency to congregate in rather large 
numbers, clustering together sometimes as many as 200 under a 
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single small rock. It would app ear to have a distinct 
association comple~as s pecimens will be found grouped usually 
in a single mass under a rock with no stragglers in other . ;:;pots: 
whe r e, apparently, there is just a s much protection. Species 
of other mollu!:ks, which also seem to need protectiqn, will 
be found scattered as individuals well over the unde r side of 
the same rock. 
Range. -
United State s : Florida, east coast and Keys; Texas. 
Bermuda: Pr esent 
East coast of Central America: Mexico; British 
Honduras; Ruatan and Swan Id. off Honduras; Costa Rica; Panama~ 
East coast of South America: Colombia; Venezuela; 
Curasao; Aruba; Bonaire; Brasil. 
Bahama Ids: Gd. Bahama; Gt. Abaco; Bimini; Andros; 
N:ew Providence; Eleuthera; Cat; Watlings; Long; Crooked Id. Gro 
Gt. Inagua; Turks. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba; Gd. Caywan; Hispaniola; 
Jamaica; Puerto Rico; Virgin Ids. 
Lesser Antilles: Antigua; St. Martin; St. Eustacius; 
St. Lucia; Barbados; Grenada. 
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Fluvinerita tenebricosa C. B. Adams 
pl. B, fig~ 1~ pl • . 5~ - map 5. 
Neritina tenebricosa C. B. Adams 1851, Contrib. to Conch. 
l:J p. 175; von Martens .. 1879, Conchy.-Cab. ,b pt. 10, p. 260. 
Nerita (Fluvinerita) alticolor Pilsbry . 1932, Proc. Acad. 
Nat. Sci. Phila. 84, pp. 12-l3, fig. 1-2. 
,...,._. 
Descri~tion.- Shell globose and thin. Ground color dark 
brovm to horn-color with very angular, dark brown, zigzag lines 
traversing the whorls with the angles directed from aperture 
towards the spire. Many of the specimens are of such a dark 
purplish-brown that these angular lines are not always visible. 
It is only when they crossa light, horn-colored area that they 
become apparent. Shell is thinly impregnated by pigment which 
scrapes off easily leaving a bluish-whi t e surface exposed. 
m~orls 3- 3 1/2. Spire low, cast at an angle of 126°. Spire 
tends to be occasionally corroded, though not extensively so. 
Aperture lunate, cast at an angle of 58°. Palatal lip thin, 
sharp, smooth and bluish. Palatal hinge tooth absent. 
Parietal area slightly convex, smooth and bearing no teeth. 
Suture faintly impressed. Periostracum present and thin. 
Sculpture consists of wany faint axial growth lines. 
Opercuaum opaque, calcareous and brownish-white. 
Periostrical layer absent along the palatal margin. Rib strong 
and peg lacking. Exterior face of operculum bearing lines of 
growth radiating from the nucleus. 
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Radula •. - R-central approximately square with anterior 
edge prolonged into a long rounded point. 
A-central as in fig. 4 with prominent anterior 
shoulder. 
B & C-centrals typical. 
D-lateral typical but with outer projection of 
inner arm of Y-thickening much reduced. 
E-lateral with heavy large elliptical r eflection 
bearing no cusps. 
Marginals - those nearest the center with a few blunt 
denticles. As they proceed away from the center the denticles 
increa se in size and number to about 8. Outermost laterals 
seem to have no denticles. 
Measurements.- All localities are in J amaica. 
length 
Catadupa st., near Spanish 
Dam 7.5 
Gt. River, Hanover Side 
Gt. River 
9 .3 
10.9 
maximum 
width 
8.0 
10.0 
12.0 
minimum 
width 
5.·'2. 
6.4 
7.0 
Type locali ty.-Black River, J amaica( c.B Acl.(I.Ms) _ 
aperture 
length 
7.0 mm. 
8.6 
9.8 
Remarks.- Nerita (Fluvine rita) alticolor Pilsbry is 
identical with specimens described by C. B. Adams, l.c. 1851, 
as Neritina tenebricosa from the Black River, Jamaica. Pilsbry s 
specimens are from the Great River, Jamaica, 18 miles from the 
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mouth and at an elevation of 1000 ft. Specimens named by Adams 
as examples of his species have been examined. (U.S. N. M.). No 
differ ences are to be found between Pilsbry's and Adams' s pecie • A 
Adams' naJjle :: takes priority by being of an earlier date. Howeve , 
Pil sbry created a new subgenus, Fluvinerita, with his species 
alticolor as the type. Fluvinerita is he re considered as of 
generic rather than subgeneric rank, because of radula and 
operculum characters. The holotype for Fluvinerita alticolor 
is A.N.S.P. 153559 and one paratype in the M.C.Z. no. 83952. 
In shape Fluvinerita t enebricosa resembles Neritina 
virginea Linne but is more globose than is typical for that 
species. The operculum, however, r esembles that of Theodoxus 
fluviatilis Linne in shape and in lacking a peg. The color of 
the two opercula is quite different; that of Fluvinerita tene-
bricosa being brownish blue, while that of Theodoxus s 
is chalky white. Exce pt for the above points of similarity, 
these f wo species are very different. Fluvinerita tenebricosa 
is a globose form with a low but di stinct spire, a relatively 
shorter palatal lip and narrow~;r . columella area than 
Theodoxus fl-uv:iati l is which is subpatelliform in . shape with an 
extremely low spire. The color patterns also vary markedly; 
tha t of F. tenebrieosa is a dark brown to horn color while 
that of T. fluviatilis may be red, purple or brown and with 
white s pots. The radula of both is distinctly Neritoid, but 
tha t of F. tenebricosa possesses a more rectangular A-central 
and very fine irregular denticles on the C-la teral., while T. 
fluviatilis has a more triangular shaped A-central with a very 
prominent posterior lobe, and the E-lateral bears 17-18 
distinct denticles. Furthermore, F. tenebricosa is limited to 
freshwater rivers o.f. Jamaica while T. fluviatilis occurs in 
the freshwater rivers, thermal springs and even in sea water 
in Europe. 
Ecology.- Fluvinerita tenebricosa C. B. Adams is 
distinctly a fr eshwater s pe cies, in the deep, strong ,_ current 
of the Grea t River, Jamaica. Dr. Pilsbry, as above, records 
Nerita (Fluvinerita) a1ticolor = Fluvinerita tenebricosa 
Adams, from eighteen miles above the mouth of the Great 
River, Ja~ica, and at an elevation of 1000 feet above 
sea level. It was originally reported from the Black 
River, Jamaica, by C. B. Adams 1851. 
Range.-
Known only from Jamaica. 
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Puperita pupa Linne 
1 B ~ · n 1 6 6 p • , ·· .._ J. g? G • .p • • rna p • 
Helix ~Linne 1758, Syst. Nat. ed. 10, p. 773 . 
Neritina venosa Menke 1828, Syn. Met h. Moll. :pp . 83-84. 
Neritina liturata Schulze 1830, Syn. Met h. Moll. ed 1, }).4 
Neritina delineata Boube 1831, Disp. Syst. 4, p. 38. 
Neritina nupa L., v. Martens 1877, Conchy.-Cab. _£., pt. 10, 
pp. 13Q-l:q2 , p. 2, fig. 11-13, pl. 14, f ig. 24-26; ~ 
1'ry QN :r.-. f'i±~b!y, 1888, Man. Conch. 10, p . 42, pl. 14, figs. 72-74 • 
............,. 
Nerita pupaL., H. B. Baker, 1923, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphia, 75, p. 162 • 
. -
Description.- Shell thin and globose. Ground color 
chalky white crossed by a fe w or many zigzag, bifurcating black 
lines. These lines vary greatly i n number and width; often 
hhey outline the white areas making i r regular spots of them. 
The spots vary in size, n~ber and shape. Shell thinly 
impregnated by pigment which scrapes off easily leaving a 
chalky surface exposed. Whorls 2 1/3, rounded in cross section 
Spire very low, cast at an angle of 113°; often cons iderably 
corroded. Aperture lunate cast a t an~ .. :angle of 57°. Palatal 
hinge tooth faint to lacking . Palatal lip t hin and sharp, 
smooth and greyish yellow to deep yellow. Parietal area thick, 
smooth, flat to slightly concave , and bearing 3-5 small 
irregular teeth. Suture faintly impressed. Per i ostracum 
present. Sculpture consisting of very faint axial growth 
lines. Usually a hand lens is necessary to see them. 
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II 
Operculum opqque, calcareous and yellowish. Peg smooth 
and has a tendency to be reduced. Rib strong. Per iostracal 
layer present along the palatal margin. Exterior bearing 
radiating lines of growth from the nucleus. 
Radula.- R-central, shaped a s a rather long heraldic 
shield. 
A-central with heavy posterior lobe nearer the 
R-central t ooth than in the typical form. 
B-central typical. 
C-central typical. 
D-lateral typical wi t .h much reduced outer pro-
jection of inner arm of Y-thicken~ng. 
E-lateral with heavy, large elliptical reflectio 
and often bearing a variable number of many fine cusps. 
Inner marginals with single large claw-like anterior portion. 
As we proceed outwards, 8 or 10 long denticles are develo ped. 
The outermost marginals appear to bear about fifteen very 
small cus ps. 
Measurements.-
Length 
Bahamas: Gt. Inagua Id. 
Mathew Town 9.6 
Gd. Bahama Id. 
Eight Mile Rock 10.1 
maximum minimum 
width width 
6.6 
10.6 6.8 
aperture 
length 
8.8 mm. 
9.1 
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maximum minimum aperture 
Length 
wi d th width l ength 
Santo Domingo: 
10.0 6.2 8.ffi Puerto Sosua 9.5 
Cuba: Havana 8.9 9.7 5.8 8.2 
Florida: Key Vacc a , 
East Sister Key 10.5 9.8 7.4 9.5 
Type locali ty;-Mauri tius (Linne), 
Mauritius, the t ype lo cality, as given by Linne, is 
unquestionably an error. It has not been r eported from there 
sin ce, as f ar a s I know. 
Remarks.- According to Thiele , p . 73, 1929, t her e ar e a 
few s pecies of his subgenus, Puper ita , t hat occur i n the 
Pacific Ocean . Whether or not t hese are defini te l y members of 
t his genus, I cannot · s ay. They do not concern us here. 
However, since Gray 1857 has established Nerita pupaL. 1758 
as t he t ype of his subgenus , Punerita , this subgenus mus t be 
transferr ed either t o the genus Neriti na as it l~s been 
previously considered, or it mus t st and alone as a genus. 
Becaase, as given above, i t does not entirely exhibit t he 
characters of either the genus Nerita or t hose of Ner itina, I 
pr efer to consider it an i ndependent genus standi ng between 
the two and closer i n r elat ionship t o the genus Neritina. 
/ Ecology.- Puperita pupa Linne is one of the most cur i ous 
speci es of the f amily Neritidae from the point of view of its 
habitat . I t dwells in pools i n the coas tal rock within t he 
[. 
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spray zone and splash from the waves. At times during heavy 
rains these pools are almost entirely fresh and at other times, 
as during storms, they are entirely hypersaline or at least as 
salt as the ocean water. This species has been found inhabiti~ 
splasl1 pools in Santo Domingo that were over 90° F. and exposed ! 
to the full brilliance of the tropical sun. A few moments 
later a travelling rain cloud, or "chawascon, would pass. For 
perhaps twenty minutes the heavy rains deluged -the coast. 
Then the weather would clear. This might happen several times 
in an afternoon. To what degree the storms would lower the 
temperature of the splash pools, I do not know, but it must 
be considerable since tropical rain feels very cold to those 
drenched by it. Not only the salinity, but also the temperaturE 
of the environment of P. ~ must, therefore, be radically 
changed in a short period of time. With a calm sea, such as 
during the calms of August when there is little splash from 
the waves and the sun beats down on these splash pools, 
evaporating the water from them, the salt content must con-
sequently rise considerably and these pools must become hy~er­
saline. This is another environmental change, though not as 
1 rapid as those above. P. ~ must be able to withstand it. 
Unlike Nerita peloronta and N. versicolor, P. ~is not found 
above the water, but always immer sed in it •• Presumably, it 
feeds upon algae in the splash pools. Where this species is 
found, it usually occurs in considerable numbers. 
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Range.-
United States: Florida Keys. 
Bermuda: No records. 
East coast of Central America: No records. 
East coast of South America: Colombia. 
Bahama Ids.: Grand Bahama; Andros; New Providence; 
Cat; Long; Mariquana; Gre.at Inagua. 
Greater Antille·fr: Cuba; Grand and Little Cayman Ids.; 
Hispaniola; Jamaica; Virgin Ids. 
Lesser Antilles: Barbados. 
Puperita ttistis Orbigny 
pl. B, fig. 3. pl. 7. map 7. ~ 
Neritina tristis Orbigny 1842, in Ramon de la Sagra Histoir~ 
Physique, Politique et Naturelle de L'ile de Cuba 2, pp. 47-48, 
~ 
pl. 27, fig. 35. 
Neritina ~ tristis Orbigny, v. Martens 1877, Conch~-Cab. 
2, pt. 10, p. 130, pl. 14, fig. 24 • 
....-
Nerita ~ tristis Orbigny, H. B; Baker 1923, Proc. Acad. 
Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 70, p. 163. 
~ 
Descriution.- Shell, globose and thin. Ground color black 
·with many irregular, chalky white spots varying in size, 
number and shape. Shellnthinly impregnated with p~gm~nt which 
scrapes off easily leaving a yellow to whit·e surfave exposed. 
Whorls 2 l/3, rounded in cross section. Spire very low, cast 
. l 
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at an angle of 124°, usually partially to much corroded. 
Ap~rture lunate, cast at an angle of 73° •• Palatal lip thin, 
sharp, smooth, greyish or bluish yellow, never the deep yellow 
of Nerita nupa L. Palatal hinge-tooth weak. Parietal area 
flat to slightly concave, smooth and bearing 3-5 small 
ir r egular teeth along the columellar margin. Suture faintly 
impressed. Periostracum present but thin. Sculpture consists 
of very faint axial growth lines; a hand lens is usually 
necessary to see them. 
Operculum calcareous, opaque, bluish white to yellowish. 
Peg smob±ili and strong; rib strong. Periostrical layer present 
along the palatal margin. Exterior f a ce of operculum bearing 
lines of growth radiating from the nucleus. 
Radula.- R-central more rectangular than typical. 
A-central heavie r at central end than typical 
and with a much greater rounded posterior lobe nearer the 
center of the tooth than typi cal. 
B-central with "s" shaped ridge. 
C-central typical. 
D-lateral ~dth outer projection of inner arm of 
Y-thickening lacking. 
E-la. teral V'rith elliptical reflection broad and 
smooth on the edge, slightly roughened as if by wear or bear-
ing twenty or more small denticles; major inner cusp often 
much lliarger than typical. Inner laterals with single, large 
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claw-like anterior portion. This claw developes about 10 
heavy, short denticles and the se become curved, long, and 
slender and arranged somewhat semicircularly as we pass 
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laterally. Outermost lat erals appear to be minutely denticulate. 
I 
Measurements.-
maximum mintmum aperture 
Length 
width width length 
Guadellll',~ Id. 7.7 8.0 5.0 7.1 mm. 
Virgin Id .: Guana Id., 
Tortola 7.6 8.1 5.1 6.9 
Hondur a s 9.8 9.3 5.9 8.0 
Cuba: Guantanamo, Oriente 8.4 8.8 5.5 7.6 
Havana 8.8 9.4 5.8 8.7 
Ty-ee locality.-Cuba .. (Orbigny). 
Remarks.- Puperita ttistis Orbigny has pr eviously been 
considered a subspecies or varie ty of Punerita pupa Linn{. 
(4.. W.Trro/'1 -:r ... 
PilsbPy (Man. Conch. 1888, p. 42) considers Puperita tristis 
Orbigny a synonym of Neritina pupa and von Martens (Conchy.-Cab 
~ pt. 10, 1877, p. 130) considers Nerit i na tristis Orbigny a 
,; 
variety of .Neritina puna Linne. 
In view of similarities of shell shape and type of color 
patter n, a s well as the presence of a periostracum, l believe 
tha t Puner i ta should. be considered a genus, standi:rig between 
Nerita and Neritina. The radula possesses characters of both 
genera. Puner ita tristis Orbigny, in mo st cases, possesses a 
.I 
----
I 
I 
~~-----------
1 
1 color pattern distinct from Puperita nupa Linne though there ar 1 
i I 
/ occasional intergrades between the t wo- forms.P. tristis is 
/ usually smaller and has a pale yell ow interior of the aperture 
/ rather than the yellow orange of P. nupa. The ranges of the 
/
,, 
II 
two species overlap but are not coextensive and -the r adulae 
1 differ somewhat in that the E-lateral of tristis tends to be 
I 
I 
f ar more distinctly cusped than tha t of nupa. For the above 
reason tristis is herein considered a full species. 
Ecology.- Puperita tristis Orbigny has the same ecologic 
habits a s P. puna. 
Range.- United Sta tes: No records. 
Bermuda: No records. 
East coast of Central America: No records. 
East coast of South America: No records. 
Bahama Ids.: No records. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba; Isle of Pines (Cayo Largo) 
Jamaica; Hispaniola: Virgin Ids. 
Lesser Antilles: Gua d9loupe: Barbardos 
-----++-- ---"'-'---'--
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Neritina ·virginea Linne 
pl. B~ ~ _fig, 4 . pl ~ . 8. maps 8 & 17. 
Nerita vir@inea Linne 1758, Syst. Nat. ed. 10, T.I. p. 778. 
Neritina chlorina Link .. 1806-8, Beschr. d. Naturalien-
sammlung _d. Univ. zu. Ro s t ock. pp. 141-142 . 
Neritina turr iculata Menke 1828, Syn. Meth. Moll. p • . 27 
and p. 84. 
Neritina varia Ziegler 1832, 1 suppl. to the Cat. Rerum 
I 
· Na t. in Mus . exst. sect. 2, pt. 1, fasc. 1 • 
.... 
Nerita listeri Pf eiffer 1840, Weig . Arch . f. Naturg 6, 
.,.. ..-... 
pt. l, p. 255. 
Neritina brasi1iana Recluz 1841, Rev. Zool. p. 314. 
Nerita phasiana Recluz 1842, Rev . Zool.pp. 73-79. 
Neritina elegantissima ffartmann 1844, Gastrop. Der 
Schweiz, .,1_, p. 131 (footnote) and p. 198, pl. 77-78. 
Neritina trabalis Meusch. 1852, Cat. Yoldi, p. 167. 
Neritina virginea elongata von Martens 1865, Mal . Bl:itt.l2 
......... 
p. 63. 
II 
Neritina virginea oblong a von Martens 1865, Mal . Blatt.l2, 
-p. 63. 
Neritina virginea Linn~ von Martens , 1877, Conchy.-Cab. 2, 
...,._ 
pt. 10, pp. 122-129, pl. 10, fig. 5,6j pl. 14, fig. 1-19. ~.· 
, 
W. T)"yoN· "J'\". 
A. Pils~FY ~ 1888, Man& Conch. 10, pp . 39-40 , pl. 12, figs. 31-
<\NV 
33, 35 , 37, 41. H. B. Baker 1923 , Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phi1a-
.J 
delphia Z£, pp . 138-140, pl. 10, fig. 6,7. 
I 
Descri·Dtion.- Shell ~lobos e and thin. Color very var iable 
consisting of crooked axial lines varying in color from bla ck 
to pink to purple and red, and irr egular olliivaceous to white 
spots, varying in size, s hape , a nd number. The ground color 
of the shell is olivaceous, yellowish or white, and t he color 
is given to the pattern mainly by the crooked axial lines 
which make the color deeper t he closer together they occur, 
and fain t er as they move apar t. On many s pecimens the color 
occurs solidly or in spir al bands, sometimes solid, some times 
broken by s pots. The 9at t ern varies from solid black with a 
fe w small, white spots to white with a few irr~gular black 
lines. The "leading" or aperture edge of the spots ·is .almost 
invariably outlined with a heavy, solid bla ck margin. The 
"trailing" or spireward edge is not. The shell is thinly 
impregnated by pigment which scrapes off easily, leaving a 
yellowish white surface exposed. Whorls, 3, rounded in cross-
section. Spire, low and cast at an angle of 105°. Aperture, 
0 
luna te and cast at an angl e of 74 • Pal a t al lip long, thin, 
and sharp, smooth, and bear ing no teeth~ yellowish to bluish 
white. Palatal hinge tooth weak. Pari etal ar ea smooth, 
convex, whit e to yellowish, bearing a variabl e number mf small, 
irregular teeth. Suture f a i ntly impressed. Periostracum 
t hin. Sculpture consisting of mariy faint axiAl lines. 
Op erculum opaque, calcareous and usually black. Exterior 
bearing f a int lines of grow~h radi a ting from the nucleus. Rib 
smooth rib and Periostracal es ent al 
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the palatal margin. 
Radula.- R-central square to rectangular; cusp edge 
sometime s develops two lateral processes that resemble blunt 
to rathe r long, curved horns. , 
A-central t ypical but with a more curved cusp 
edge than typical. · 
B-central typical. 
C-central typical to slightly wider th~n typical. 
-D-la teral typical. 
E-lateral with wide ell iptical r eflection 
bearing 8-9 large pointed denticles, very much larger than 
typical. Major inner cusp much more prominent than typical. 
Inner marginals bearing 7-9 pointed denticles on t he 
anterior edge. Middle marginals with 9-11 longer, more 
curved denticles arranged somewhat semicircularly. Outermost 
l a t erals appear uncusped. 
Measurements.-
maximum minimum aperture 
Lengt~ 
width width length 
Santo Domingo: · Rio Man jon 
Puerto Plata 18.9 19.1 12.1 16.0 mm. 
Florida: New River, Fort 
Lauder date 16.1 15.6 9.9 12.6 
Brasil; Bahia 9.3 9.1 6.1 8.2 
Guatemala: Puerto Barrios 10.0 10.6 6.9 9.0 
Bahamas: New P !'Oiidence I d .. 11.8 12.1 7.9 10.1 
v_._-.. .._. V.L v, no.-=> -=>a.u. 
Type 1ocality.-:-Mediterranean Sea ~ (Linne). 
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.... Remarks.- Nerita listeri Pfeiffer describes a shall t ha t 
might be one of several species from t he West Indi an region 
and refers for a figur e to Lister Hist. Sive Synop . Method. 
Conchyl. et tabularum anatomicarum pl. 604, fig. 26, 27, 1688. 
Lister's figures 26 and 27, pl. 604 of this work ar e without 
., 
question Neri tina vir ginea Linne. Neri tina _.Lnsteri of the 
liter a tur e has- pr eviously been ascri bed to Pf eiffer, but, as 
above , it is her e considered to be a synonym of N. virginea L. 
since Lister's descrip tion is somewhat .doubtful as to t he 
s pecies meant and t he fi gure to which he r efers is definitely 
that of N. virginea L. 
.. Neritina vi.-giRQa virginea Linne is one of t he most 
abuhdant and variable forms occurring i n the Wes t Indian 
r egi on. It extends almost throu ghout the r egion and thus has 
t he mos t extensive range of any of t he s yecies found within 
C.- wTr'jtJN :r ... 
thes e limits . Its synonymy is enormous as PilsbPy 1888, p. 40 
says. This is due in part to the great variety and number of 
color patterns exhibited by this species. Also, the extensive-
ness and t he abundance of s pecimens t hroughout the range has 
brought it to the attention of many travellers and i nvestigator 
to these r egions. Thus, specimens of this s pecies ha ve found 
their way into many museum collections of natural history and 
many names have been gmven to the var ious . color-pa ttern forms. 
N. viFgiBea virginea Linne finds its counter parts in 
regard to variability of color pa.t .. -tern in Neri tina . ua lanensi s 
Lesson from the Indian Ocean and Polynesia and .in Theodoxus 
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fluviatilis Linne from Europe. Neri tina ualanens.is Lesson is 
a lower spired, more globose form usually with a more angulated 
type of color pattern and tends in the majority of cases to be 
smaller than N. viFginoa virginea Linne and it also possesses .l 
an operculum with a peg and rib of about equal length and 
firmly united by a central section or buttress. These 
characters readily separate the two species. They are both 
inhabi tailts of brackish water. · 
Theodoxus fluviatilis passes through many variable color 
pattern-forms somewhat similar to N. viFginea virginea, but may 
easily be distinguished from the latter by its subpatelliform 
shape wit~ low s pire, flat parietal area and usually smaller 
size and white operculum which lacks a peg. It is an 
inhabitant of fresh water, thermal and s alt springs, brackish 
and even sea water. 
The above three species all pass through many color 
pattern forms and all, consequently, bave a large syillonym. 
An examination of the specimens of N. vixgine@ virginea 
Linne, N. elenchi Russell, and N. reclivata Say brings out t he 
following points of interest: N. viFginea virginea is a 
a brackish ~ater s pecies with richly or brightly colored 
color pattern. The radulae among these , s pecies .. vary in the 
dimensions of the teeth and proportionate me a.surements. This 
takes place from individual to individuai in the same lot but 
principally the denticles of the E-lateral vary and fall into 
certain rahher elastic groups. For example, we find that the 
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E-lateral denticles of N. viPgi~ma virginea from brackish water 
number from about five large coarse ones to ten finer ones. 
next group is composed of intermediate specimens which, in 
I 
regard to color pattern, fall between N. reclivata and N. 
yiPgi~oa virginea. The denticles of the E-lateral number 
approximately 10-14. Foll owing this, are s pecimens. of N. 
\ 
reclivata with E-lateral denticles numbering from 8 or 9 to fr 
17 to 22. The latter figures wer e i n the maj ority of those 
counted. The next group is N. elenchi which bears about 2ill-29 
E-lateral denticles. From the point of view of ecology, we 
find that the specimens with t he least number of E-later al 
denticles, that i s , N. viPgiBoa virginea occur in brackish 
wat er and tl~ t as the water becomes mor e f r esh the number of 
E-lateral denticles increases until where the water is 
entirely fresh we fi nd the greatest number inN. elenchi. 
Correlated with this denticula r change , are changes in shell 
size, color pattern, andt he operculum. Nothing can be 
s peculated concerning these f acts a t this time since ad~quate 
data concerning the subject is l a cking . It may be t ha t a t 
some future date further infonmation from other r egions may 
make an explanation pos s ible. 
Ecology.- Neritina virginea Linne is a species of the 
mangrove swamps and is strictly a brackish water fo r m. It 
does, however, pr efer t he lower margin of such swamps where 
there is only a short exposure to t he air at low tide. It 
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appears to be most abundant around the mouths of creeks and 
rivers though it will not advance beyond the area of brackish 
water. 
Range.-
Uhited States: Florida, east, west coast and Keys 
Texas 
Bermuda: Present 
East coast of Central America: Mexico; British 
Honduras; Guatemala; Ruatan Id. off Honduras; Nicaragua; Costa 
Rica; Panama. 
East coas t of South America: Colombia; Venezuela; 
Brasil. 
Bahama Ids.: Great Bahama ; Bimini; Andros; New 
Providence; Cat; Long; Great Inagua; Turks ~ 
Greater Antilles: Cuba; Grand Cayman; Hispaniola; 
Jamaica; Puerto Rico; Virgin Ids. 
Lesser Antilles: St. Martin; Guadeloupe; Barbados 
Neritina elenchi . new species 
pl. C, fig. ~ l. "pl. 9, maps. 9 & 17. 
Description.- Shell globose and thin~ Color black to 
olivaceous consisting of crooked axial black lines and white to 
olivaceous irregular spots that vary in shape, size and number. 
The "leading'', or aperture, edge is outlined i n heavy black; 
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the "trailing", spireward, edge is not. The shell is thinly 
impregnated by the pigment which scrapes off easily l~aving a 
yellow-white area exposed. · Whorls, 2 1/2, rounded in cross 
section. Spire low, usually much corroded, and cast at an 
angle of 115°. Aperture lunate, and cast at an.:..angle of 750 
Palatal lip long and thin, sharp and smooth and bear i ng no 
teeth, edge yellowish to bluish-white interior. Palatal hi nge 
tooth weak. Parietal area smooth, convex and white with a 
yellow to orange edge except where the small irregular teeth 
are born on the columellar edge. Suture faintly impressed. 
Periostracum thin. Sculpture consisting of many f aint axial 
lines. 
Operculum opaque, calcareous and black to pink. Exterior 
bearing faint line s of growth radiating from the nucleus. Peg 
strong, rib has a tendency to be reduced. Peg smooth. 
Periostrical layer present along the palatal margin. 
Radula.- R-central slightly longer than wide. 
A-central heavy; rather short in proportion to 
its width with broadly rounded posterior lobe. 
B-central typical. 
C-central ty9idal. 
D-lateral typical but with reduced outer 
of inner arm of Y-thickening. 
E-lateral typical and bearing 22-29 small, dist 
denticles on the anterior edge of the elliptical reflection. 
Inner marginals with long claw-li.le ant.erior portion 
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bearing 9-10 rather short denticles. The middle marginals bear 
about the same number of longer, more cury,ed cusps arranged in 
an oval formation. The outermost marginals ap pear ty pical and 
uncusped. 
Measurements. f! 
Length 
Santo Domingo: Rio Manjon, 
Puerto Plata 18.0 
Cuba: Rio Arimao, 
Cienfuegos -
Jamaica: Great River 
Iviontego River 
Cuba: Rio San Juan, 
Mantanzas Prov. 
Guatemala; Cavech River 
Livingston 
18.9 
19.4 
16.8 
19.9 
20:_.1 
maximum 
width 
18.0 
19.0 
19.7 
17.0 
19 .1 
1.9.1 
minimum 
width 
11.4 
12.0 
12.7 
10.6 
13.7 
12.7 
aperture 
length 
14.8 mm. 
16.1 
15.9 
14.4 
lfli.4 
16.7 
The specimens from the Great River, Jamaica, were very 
abnormal in shape in tha t they were badly corroded at the spire 
and the animal had tried to cover growths of calcar eous algae 
on the whorls with shell. The algae grew mainly on the body 
or last whorl at the base of the parietal area. 
The holotype for this variety isM. C. z. no. 127,823 from 
the Rio San Juan, Matanzas Prov., Cuba. 
Remarks.- Certain specimens are from Salt Pond, Montego 
Bay, Jamaica, which is some times open to the ocean and some-
times not, and where there is a town dump. These specimens 
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res emble Neritina smithi Gray from Calcutta, India, in shape 
and color pattern, but are smaller. 
Ecology.~ Neritina elenchi is a freshwater form occurring 
exposed on rocks or among algal growths. It seems to prefer 
s:wift waters or rapids and is found in company with Neri tilia 
succinea Reel. and Neritina punctulata Lamarck. The author 
has gathered specimens of this species from algal covered rocks 
in the shallow rapids of the Rio Manjon, seven kilometers 
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southeast of Puerto Plata, Santo Domingo. They exist under simj~ar 
circumstances in the Cabaritta River, Jamaica, where they have 
been found in a strong fresh to slightly brackish current. 
Often they occur on the stems of water plants where there 
are no stones. They are sometime s associated with freshwater 
sponges, blue-green algae, serpulid tubes and bivalves. 
Specimens from the Great River Rapids, Jamaica, exhibit : .. 
much corrosion and an extensive growth of calcareous alga. 
The animal was attempting to cover up the masses of this 
calcareous alga by depositing shelly material over them. 
Neritid egg capsules containing young specimens were found 
adhering to the shells which were collected in July 1932 by 
Andrews. These may have been the egg capsules of Neritina 
punctulata Lamarck which was found at the same place at the same 
time but the young within the capsules were too immature to be 
identified. 
Range.-
United States: Florida, east, west coast. 
Bermuda: No records. 
East coast of Central America: Guatemala 
East coast of South America: No records. 
B~hama Ids.: No records. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba: Hispaniola; Jamaica. 
Lesser Antilles: Guadeloupe; Martin ique; Tobago. 
Neritina meleagris Lamarck 
pl. c, fig ·~- :t. ~ ·pl. ·_10. ·. maps · 10 & 17 
Neritina meleagris Lamarck 1822, Anim. Sans. Vert. 6, p. 1 
-
Neritina nulchella W. S. Gray 1856, Index Test. Suppl. 
p. 232, Pl· 8, fig.l8. 
Theodoxus meleagris Lamarck, H. B.Baker 1923, Proc. Acad. 
Na t. Sci. Philadelphia 70, p. 157, pl. 13, fig. 23 • 
............. 
Description.- Shell thin, globose, more so than Neritina 
virginea 1:1ihfm.f. Color variable, consisting of many subtri-
angular spots varying in size, shape, number and arranged like 
imbricating scales with shqrt, angular lines between them~ 
These spots vary in color in.·,different localities from a deep 
brown to olivaceous and to a bluish-grey to white. The 
"leading" or aperture edge of the spot is generally outlined 
with white, white and black, white and red, or white and tan. 
The "trailing" or spireward margin of the spot is without the 
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white or wlute combina tion color. The spots may occur in more 
or less irregular bands and are irregularly spa ced. Between t 
spots are short, angular lines which are usually arranged as 
follows: black, white and tan; red, white and tan; black and 
tan; black and bluish grey, or merely white surrounding the t 
or olivaceous spots. The angular lines may occur as bands of 
color on the shell. The spots usually t ake on a greyish cast 
where the bands are grey and a deeper yellow where the bands 
are red. The shell is thinly impregnated by pigment which 
scrapes off easily leaving a tan-bluish grey surface exposed. 
~~orls 3 to 3 1/2, rounded in cross section. Spire low, rounded 
occasionally slightly corroded, and cast ~t an angle of 127°. 
Aperture lunate, cast at an angle of 73°· and slightly sinuous. 
Palatal lip rather long (not as long as Neritina virginea _L) 
sharp, thi n, bearing no teeth and colored bluish. Palatal 
hinge tooth weak. Parietal area smooth, convex, dirty yellow. 
Columellar edge bearing small irregular teeth varying in size 
and from about 4 to 10 in number. Suture faintly impressed. 
Periostracum thin , finely pitted. Sculpture consisting of many 
faint axial growth lines. 
Operculum calcareous and blackish-grey with the :exterior 
nart bearing many faint lines of growth radiating from the 
-4 • 
nucleus. Periostracal l ayer along the palatal margin present. 
Peg and rib strong with the peg smooth. 
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Radula.- R-central width approximately equal to length. 
A-centra l rather longer for its width than 
typical and wi "tb.._ very heavy rounded posterior lobe. 
B-centra l typical. 
C-central somewhat larger than typical. 
D-lateral typical. 
E-lateral typical but vtith somewhat larger and 
more rounded major inner cusp. The elliptical reflection 
bears about 17-20 distinct cusps. 
Inner marginals wi th claw-like ?-nterior portion and '1 
bearing 9-10 cusps. Middle marginals bearing 6-8 r ather longer 
more curved cusps arranged in a s emicircular form. Outermost 
marginals appear to be typical but bear no denticles. 
Measurements.-
Length 
Cuba : Punta de Los Col erados, 
Cienfuegos 8.7 
Guatemala: Puerto Barrios 7.8 
Nicaragua: Bluefi elds 8.0 
Trinidad: Anse Triniquant 11.9 
Brasil: Ceara 12.0 
maximum 
width 
9.1 
7.5 
8.1 
12.0 
12.2 
minimum 
width 
6.1 
5.7 
5.3 
7.7 
8.1 
aperture ! 
I length ' 
7.8 mm. 
6.7 
7.2 
10.6 
10.8 
Type locality,-in rivers of Santo Domingo. (Lamarck). 
Remarks.- Neritina meleagris Lamarck has been considered 
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Linne,the type of Theodoxus, shows them to be quite differ ent i 
shape. N. meleagris possesses a typi cal slate-colored Neritina 
operculum with a strong peg and rib, while T. fluviatilis has 
lost the peg and the operculum is white and the shape of the 
operculum of T. fluviatilis is more semicircular than that of 
N. meleagris. The color patterns vary. N. meleagris ha s the 
effect of imbricating scales with a white leading edge usually 
arranged on a brownish-yellow ba ckground, whi.le tha t of T. 
fluvi atili.s is made up, largely, of white spots irregularly 
arranged on a varied background of black, purple, or red. 
Ecologically, Theodoxus 'ds a freshwa t er genus while Neri tina 
meleagris is a brackish water form. For the above reasons I 
believe that Neritina meleagris Lamarck is not a Theodoxus. 
This species has been consi.dered a synonym of N. virginea 
C..w.T .. yoN l't-. qy severa l authors (PilsbFy 1888, p. 40 and v. Mar tens 1877, 
p. 123) but a comparison of a large series of both fo r ms 
indicate them to be quite diff erent. The range of meleagris 
falls within that of virginea though the former is far more 
limited in its area. 
No hybrid specimens have been seen between the two species .. 
Ecology.- Neritina meleagris Lamarck i _s a .:t.:rackish water 
form found generally in mangrove swamps. It is of interest to 
note that , ~. l~ke N. reclivata: Sc,ty~ :tt does not oc cur on the 
Bahamian Islands. Possibly these forms cannot live he re 
because the Bahamas ar e compos ed of eoliani te v;hich is constant y 
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being buil t U'!J and broken down. Perhaps N~ meleagris has 
never reached the Bahamas. We know too little of ~ts ecology 
even t o guess at the forces governing its relati onship to its 
environment or its distribution. 
Range ..... 
United Sta tes: No records. 
Bermuda: No records. 
East coast of Central America: British Honduras; 
Gua temala; Honduras; Nicaragua; Costa Rica; Panama. 
East coast of South America: Colombia; Trinidad; 
Brasil. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba; His paniola; Jamaica; Puerto 
Rico; Virgin I ds. 
Less er Antille s: Barbados • 
. ~N~riti~a piratica .new species -
pl. C, fig ; ' 3, Pl . . ll, ' iliaps lL :~ 17. 
Neritina listeri Sowerby 1855, in part, Thes. Conchy. 2, 
-
p. 534, · pl. 116, fig. 249 (not fig. 250-251) non Nerita listeri 
Pfeiffer 1840 (= Neritina virginea Linn~) Weigmann's AEch. f. 
Naturg. p. 255; n9n Nerita listeri R~cluz 1841 (= Nerita 
antillarum Gmeli n) Rev. Zool. p . 177. 
Description. ~ Shell globose and rather thick. Color 
brownish-yellow to olivadeous green with reddish brown or 
bla ck zigzag axial lines forming ·a reticulated net work over the 
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shell. These lines break up the mai n color into triangular ·_ or 
diamond-shaped areas of lighter color which vary in size. The 
pattern scrapes off easily leaving a yellowish surface exposed. 
Whorls 2 l/2 - 3, rounded in cross section • . Spire rather low, 
often somewhat corroded, and cas t at an angl e of 1170. Aperture 
lunate and cast at an angle of 78°. It is slightly sinuous. 
Palatal lip rather long and sharp. It tends to be slightly mar 
ginate but bears no teeth. Palatal hinge tooth strong. Parie t ~1 
I 
. area smooth·.· , convex and dirty-yellow. The columellar edge 
bears very small i r r egular t eeth. Suture faintly impre s sed and 
with a dark subsutural line. Periostracum thin. Sculpture 
consisting of fa int axial lines of growth. 
Oper culum opaque, calcareous and slate~colored. Periostrac Ll 
layer present along t he palatal margin. Exter i or bearing f a int 
lines of growth ~adiating from the nucleus • . Rib and peg strong. 
Peg smooth. 
Radula.- R-central vdder . than long. 
A-central with l arge, Dounded posterior lobe and 
long, narrow shank towards . R-central~ 
B-central typical. 
C-centra l typical. 
D-later al typical but with very much reduced 
outer pDojection of i nner arm of Y-thickening. 
E-lateral typical, bearing l~ rather coarse 
denticles on the anterior edg.e of the elliptical reflection. 
The major inner cusp is far more prominent than typical. 
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Inner marginals with claw-like anterior pa rt bearing 8-9 
denticles . Middle marginals bearing about the same number of 
longer, more curved ones arranged somewhat semicircularly. 
Outer marg±gals typical and bearing no teeth. 
Measurements.-
maximum minimum aperture 
Length 
width width l ength 
Guatemala: Cavech Riiller 20 .. 5 ~J:: .5 13.8 18.6 mm. 
Nicaragua: Wounta 17.8 18.4 12.9 15 ~'2 
Cuba: Zapata, Santa Clara 
Province 15.2 16.0 10.1 13.7 
Santo Domingo; Sanchez 15.2 15.7 10.2 13.5 
Venezu€Ua: Porto Cabello 14.2 15.3 9 .• 9 13.4 
Type locality.-Zapata, Banta Cla ra Province , Cuba. 
Location of holotype, M. C. Z. 111,893. 
B.emarks. ;;:; Sowerby (Thes. Conchy • . ~ pp . 534-535, 1855, 
describes Neritina listeri) gives tl~ee figures of his species 
on pl. 116, figs. 249-251 . There has been a confusion of 
species her~J . since t wo are represented by his figures. Figures 
250 and 251 are without question Neritina zebra Bruguiere. 
This leaves figure 249 without a name. As this figure is too 
poor to be designated a s a type we have selected a holotype 
based upon a recently collected series, M. C.Z. 111,893, from 
Zapata, Santa Clara Province, Cuba. 
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Ecology.- This is a brackish ~.rater specie s inhabiting 
swampy areas. I am indebted to Doctor Elizabeth Deicrunann, 
M.C.Z. for ecologic notes pertaining t o this species. She 
found it on the stalks of brackish marsh grasses in the Caroni 
Swamp, Trinidad. The swamp was tidal with floating mass es of 
fine, green algae. There were mangrove islands present and a 
muddy bottom. The water was shallow and became very warm at 
mid-day, under the tropical sun. It was filled with 
crustaceans to such a degree that it was almos t soupy,;.- The 
author has taken this species in brackish water a t the head of 
Samana Bay~ Santo Domingo, near the mouth of the Yuna River. 
Here also it was found on stranded logs and mangrove trunks 
above the mud and water. 
United States: No records. 
Bermuda: No Records. 
East Coast of Central America: British Honduras; 
Guatemala; Honduras; Nicaragua. 
Brasil. 
East coast of .South America: Venezuela; Trinidad; 
Greater Antilles; Cuba; Hispaniola. 
Lesser Antilles; No records. 
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Nerit ina reclivat a Say 
pl. c, fig. 4. pl. 12 , maps 12 & 17. 
Natica reclivatus Say July 1822, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Philadelphia, L pt. 2 , , p. 257. 
Neritina zig.z.ag Lamarck 1819, Anim. Sans Vert. 6, p. 185, p. 5. 
--
Neritina microstoma Orbigny 1842 , L-in_7 Ramon de la Sagra H1st. 
Physique , Politique et Naturelle de l'Ile de Cuba, 2, pp . 48-49 
~ 
pl. 17. 
Neritina gravis Morelet 1849, Test. Novissima p. 27, sp. 7 , 
Paris. 
Neritina r e ticulata Cristof ori & J an 1832 1 Cat . Test. pt. 
p. 4, sp. 31-32 . This is part of the catalogue in 4 sections • . 
Rerum Nat. in Museo Exstantium Sect. 2 , pt. 1. 
Ner it1na striolata R~cluz 1841, Rev. de Zool. pt. 2 , pp . 3 
Neritina jamaicensis C. B. Adams 1851, Contrib. to Conch. 
p. 175. 
Neri t ina flor idana 11 Shutt l eworth" Reeve Coxi ch. Icon. 9, 
fig. 85, 1856. 
Neritina rotunda von Martens 1856, Mal. Blgtt. 12, pp . 
Neritina-- recli vata- :teticulata von Martens 1877, Conchy.Cab 
2, pl.. 10, p . 1 20, pl. 10, fig. 10 • . 
...,.,.... 
Neritina reclivata Say, von Martens 1877, Conchy.-Cab. ~ 
C.. W. Tr'/ON :rr. . 
pt. 10, pp. 119-122, pl. 10, fi g . 7-10; H. A. Pil~er, 1888, Man 
Conch. 10, p. 39, pl. 1 2 , figs. 25-30 • 
...,._..... 
, 
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Neritina r eclivata conoidali s von Mar tens 1878, Conchy-Cab 
_£., . pt. 10, p. 119 . 
Neritina virginea reclivat a Say, H. B. Baker 1923 , Proc. 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phi ladel~hia, 2], pp. 141-142, pl. 9, fi g . 1-3. 
Neritina r eclivata sphaera Pilsbry 1931, Nautilus 45, 
............. 
pp . 67-68 . 
no. 
1
, 
Description.- Shell globos e and thin. Ground color deep 
purple brown, olivaceous green, grey or horny yellow with many 
fine, close angular, black, brovm to l avender lines axially 
arranged. A subsutural bla ck line follows the s uture from s pi r 
to the tip of the aperture. Shell t hinly impr egnated qy t he 11 
pi gment which scrapes off ea sily leaving a greenish-grey 
exposed. Whorls 2 1/2 , rounded i n c r oss section . Spire 
surfac, 
v ery 1
1 
low to rather prominent, often mor e or less corroded and cast 
at an angle of goo- 115°. Aperunre lunate cas t at an angle 
of 81°. Pala t al lip thin , sharp, slightly sinuous, long and 
bearing no teeth. Color whit e to bluish white. Palat al hinge 
tooth strong. Par i etal area smooth , convex, bluish-white to 
dirty y ellow and bearing a variabl e number of fine i r r egular 
teeth on the columellar edge . Sut ur e f ai ntly impressed. 
Periostracum thin. Sculpture consisting of many f a int axi al 
line s of growth. 
Op erculum opaque, calcareous and bla ck to slightly brown-
ish. Exterior bear i ng many fine line s of growth radiating from 
the nucleus. Peg and rib str ong; peg smooth. Per iostracal 
layer pr esent along t he palatal margin. 
I 
Radula.- Spe cimens identified according to shells and 
opercula were Neritina reclivata Say M.C.Z. No. 100295. The 
radulae vary as foll0ws: 
Specimens from Hillsboro River, Tampa, Flor ida. 
R-cen.tral square to rectangular~ 
A-central, central end of some teeth twice as wide as 
some others in the same radula . Lateral end v aries from 
possessing a prominent posterior lobe t o havi ng merely a braadl . 
rounded angle at that part of the tooth. 
B-central typical. 
C-central typical. 
D-lateral typical but usually with very much r educed 
outer projection . of inner arm of Y-thickening. 
E-lateral typical in shape but bearing from 12-14 
denticles in one radula and from 16-20 i n another on the edge 
of the elliptical reflection and 34 in still another from Tampa 
Inner marginals with cili.aw-like anterior portion and 
bearing 9-11 rather broad, curved, short denticles arranged 
chiefly on the anterior edga. These become longer and arranged 
in an oval as we progress la t erally (see fig. 4). Anterior 
tips of marginals taken f rom a row of teeth and arranged from 
the innermost near t he laterals on the left towar ds the outer-
most at the margin of the r adula on the right. 
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fig. 5. Reading from left t o r ight ar e t he inner middle and 
, t wo of hne outer mar ginals of Neritina reclivata Say . 
Specimens from the Caloosahatchee Ri ver, Fort Myers, Fla. 
were identified by the opercula and s hells a s Neritina 
Say M.C.Z. No . 56451. Radul ae from this lot vary as follows: 
R-central typical to narrow and rectangular. 
A-central varying from longer and narrower t han 
typical and wi t h a reduced posterior lobe to shorter, broader 
and with l arger to bluntly pointed posterior lobe than is 
ty~)ical. The position of the poster ior lobe also varies from 
near the l a teral end of t he tooth to midway a nd ever slightly 
nearer the central end. 
B-central typi cal. 
C-central ty pical. 
D-lateral typical. 
E-la teral varie s f rom those with a prominent major 
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the denticles on the anterior edge of the elli ptical r eflection 
These denticles vary f rom 8-9 strong , rather blunt ones in one 
radula to 17-22 fine one s i n another. 
Inner marginal s bearing about 10 rather blunt cusps as in 
~ig. SJ middle margi n als with 10-12 longer, curved and more 
pointed denticles as in ~ig . 5 Out ermo~t marginals - some 
appear to bear 8-12 minute denti cles while others do not appear 
to bear any but one of t he type shown as No. 4 fig. where 
the anterior tip of the tooth is curved over. 
The above shows that there is considerable difference in 
the radula of a s pecies from the same locality and from place 
to place. The specimens from these t wo Fl orida localities are 
particularly interesting, not only because the re is gr eat 
varia t i on i n the radulae i n the individuals, but also b ecause 
these colonies were pure with no other s pecies with whi ch to 
interbreed. For this reason t hese lots were s elected for 
r adula examination. If we wished t o bas e our specifid determ-
inations on radula differences alone, we could make s evera l 
new s pecies f rom t he i ndividuals found a t these t wo pl aces. 
Other consideration s such a s the shell and operculum would not 
permit of such a division, however, and t he author f eels it far 
wiser to le ave the s pecies intact. Radula variations or 
similar ities coul d be explained by a number of influences other 
than t hose of chromosomal change wi t h the result ant s pecies 
formation. For example, with individuals feeding upon the same 
type of food we should expect to f ind r a ther s imilar weapon§ ~ 
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of a r a sping nature for its preparation for di gestion • . This 
' is exactly what we do find . An examination was made of t he 
radulae of members of widely separ a ted moll uscan families that 
are plant and lichen feeders. · They are as foll ows: Cerionidae, l 
Bulimulidae, Uricoptidae, Camoenidae, and Veronicellidae. The , 
localities that were selected for t he i ndividual s pecimens are 
widely separated. For example, Cepolis varians Me~~e is from 
!i the Bahamas. Crystallopsis tricolor Pfeif fer is from 
I the Solomon Islands. Veronicella occidentalis Gldg. comes 
from Jamaica. Cryst~llopsis debilis Clapp is reported from the I 
Solomon I s lands. Cer i on incanum ~inney is from Uppe r Ma tecumbe I 
Key, Flor i da. Liguus f a sciatus vlridis .-,Gb:3n ch come's f ro r:l ~ Sol ed al<il , 
Cienfuegos, Cuba , and Urocoptis pruinosa Morelet is from Sier ra I 
de Casas, Isla de Pinos, Cuba . There were a lso other memb ers 
of the above f amilies that were studied, but this list of 
species serves to cover the fami l ies examined. Most of t hese 
families a re widely separ ated; some of them in both classificat· n 
and actual distance. Never theless, t hey show ar- remarkable 
resemblance in the general type of radula they exhibit. They 
all possess square to rectangular teeth bearing a cusp or cusps. 
The teeth are placed in rows one next to another and resemble 
tiers of blocks. The r adula ribbon resembles a coa t of chain 
, mail. The t eeth in any one radula are of one t ype - the block 
\\ type - though they vary among thems elves and fro m s pecies to 
species. The significant point i s tha t these widely separa ted 
_j s pe cies feeding u~on similar food possess very similar weapons 
I 
,, 
to deal with it. · A paral l elism of di e t apparently tends to 
develop somewha t similar equipment fo:t utilizing the materia l 
eaten. This is exactly what we should expect. It mi ght be 
argued equally that since thes e species had a similar type of 
r adula, they fed upon the same type of food. The significant 
point here is that certain types of radulae have been develo ped 
among the various groups of the mollusca. 
Measurements.-
maximum minimum aperture 
Length 
width width length 
Cuba: Zapata, Santa Clara 
Province 16.7 17.4 11.4 14.8 mm. 
Florida: Caloosahatchee 17.2 16.8 10.8 14.0 
River, Fort Myers 
Mexico 15.7 16.2 10.0 13 .2 
Nicaragua 16.0 15.4 10.3 14.0 
Santo Domingo: Sanchez 17.4 17.4 11.1 14.5 
Type localit¥-St. John's River, Florida. Loc ation of 
holo~ype A.N.S.P. 37575. 
Remarks.- Neritina reclivata Say is r a ther a unique specie 
and differs sufficiently from other axially striate rat·he r 
elongate to low spired form~ such as Neritina cumingiana Recluz 
or N. roissayana Recluz to be re adi~y distinguishable. Though 
it becomes quite globos e in Cuba , His paniola and Nicara gua, it 
never becomes as globose as NBritina z ebra Brugui ere which is 
the only other comparable f orm which is axi ally striat e, from 
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the West Indian r egion. The more globose form, a golden yellow 
color and broader, more widely spaced black axial lines of 
N. zebra, separate it easily from N. reclivata. 
A comparison of the ranges is as well interesting. N. 
reclivata Say occurs from Florida south to Panama and is found 
on certain of the larger West Indian islands (Cuba, His paniola, 
and Jamaica), where there are large freshwater rivers. N. zebra 
Brug. occurs in Venezuela and Brasil and, as far as known, does 
not inhabit the larger islands of the West Indies. 
Specimens of N. reclivata from Cuba have been examined and 
it was found that there was a gradual gradation of color 
pattern between that of Neritina virgiasa virginea and N. 
reclivata. Gradations of pattern from N. reclivata to Neritina 
piratica Russell have been noted also. An injury to the shell 
of the former appare~tly tends -to bring about a reticulation 
of the pattern and this grades into the less and .then the more 
reticulated forms of the latter. N. zebra does not seem to grac 3 
i nto eith:: r N. reclivata, N. viPgiasa virginea or N. piratica 
Russell, though the last two ru~ e found within its range. 
1 Further investigation might disapprove this, but specimens of 
N. zebra that I have examined do not seem to grade into these 
other forms. This leads to the speculation that possibly i nt er-
breeding takes ~~lace with the other three but that it does not 
take nlace with N. zebra. Nothing definite can be said in 
J; -
regard t o this in the light of our present limited information. 
I Pilsbry based his N. reclivata sphaera upon a lower spire, 
I - --~~----------------------------------------------------~-----
more globose form and relatively l arger aperture than N. 
reclivata. Also the color of the variety is a grape green in 
contrast to the darker green of N. reclivata. An examination 
of Pilsbry's holotype (A.N.S.P. 154935) and two paratypes in 
the collection of the M.c .z •. ( 86377 and 83938) show t ha t this 
form is not sufficiently different from true N. reclivata Say 
to be worthy of varietal rank. Pilsbry s t a tes that "in many 
hundreds of N. reclivata from many localities there are none 
having the globose shape, short spir e and relatively large 
apr eture of these shells." The globose form of N. recl iva ta is 
found chi efly on the larger West Indian islands . It i s a l so 
known from other places in Florida and in Central America. We 
have seen specimens of this spherical form from the following 
localities: 
No. 132776 from Mobile, Alabama 
If 56451 n Caloosahatchee River, Fort Myer~, Flo 
If 53028 " Tampa, Florida 
" 
134224 If Palm River, Hillsboro Co., Florida 
If 104307 u Gulf Port, Florida 
" 134222 fl Livingston, Guatemala 
" 
134223 If Creek West of Livingston, Guatemala 
ff 135575 
" 
Wounta Lagoon, Nicaragua. 
The radula of N. reclivata sphaera could no t be studied 
since none of the specimens possessed soft pa r ts from which to 
extract it. The operculum _is siiliilar to that of N. reclivata. 
6 
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Having seen Adams' cotype of Neritina jamaicensis in the 
collection of the U.S.N.M., the author believes that it is a 
synonym of Neritina reclivata Say. Also, specimens with a grey 
color have been observed in various museums •. The . lav.ender 
lines, however, seem to be limited to those specimens from the 
central block of West Indian islands as this character has not 
been observed elsewhere. Many of the specimens bearing the 
lavender axial lines were old, much worn, and some stained with 
reddish earth. The cotype of Neritina jamaicensis Ad's bears 
the most brilliant axial lavender lines that the author has 
observed. It also is a much worn specimen, is rather small and 
globose with low, rounded spire, and lacking all columellar 
teeth. It possesses a lunate aperture, and does not vary much 
from specimens of Neritina reclivata Say. Since specimens of 
Neritina reclivata from Florida may possess a grey graupd color 
and since true N. reclivata is found in Cuba and Santo Domingo, 
then the only observable difference between N. reclivata Say 
N. jamaicensis Ads. is the presence of lavender, axial lines in 
the latter species. Such a di f ference is hardly worthy of even 
varietal rank and the author therefore believes that it should 
be made synonymous with Neritina reclivata Say. 
Ecology.- Neritina reclivata Say is a brackish to freshwat 
species. It is found on any hard object in the water but not 
mud. It is of interest to note with re-spect to its distril;mti 
tha t it occurs chiefly on those West Indian islands that are 
large enough to support permanent freshwater rivers a.nd, 
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apparently not further south than Santo Domingo or Puerto Rico. 
It ha s not, to my knowledge, been r eported fro m Guadeloupe , 
the Barbados - islands t hat have permanent rivers. For what 
reason they are not found on these islands, I cannot sa y. It 
is possible tha t more extensive collecting might bring hhem to 
light here. This s pecies is not f ound on the Baharrnian Islands. 
There are no permanent fr e shwater rivers on these islands. In 
Florida , N. r eclivata is f ound on t he stems of reeds and other 
water plants growing i n the shallow wa ter of drainage canals a 
few mi l es fr om the ocean. A;Jpar ently they feed upon many 
s pecies of algae (Nautilus 45, p. 68, 1932). 
~ 
Range.-
Unit ed States : Florida , east, west coa s t ; Alabama; 
Mississippi; Louisiana; Texas. 
Bermuda: No r ecor ds. 
East coast of Central Amer ica : Mexico; British Hondur 
Guatemala; Honduras; Nicaragua ; tosta Rica; Panama. 
East coast of South America! Venezuela 
Bahama Ids.: No records. 
Gre ater Antille.s: Cuba; Hispaniola; Jamaica. 
Lesser Antilles: No records. 
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Neritina zebra Bruguiere 
pl. D, fig. -1. pl. 13 '.- . map 13. 
Nerita zebra Bruguiere 1792, Actes de la Soc. d'Hist. Na t. 
Paris, p. 126. 
Neritina lineolata Lamarck 1822, Hist. Nat. Anim. Sans vert 
I ~ P t o 2' Po 186 o 
Nereina lacustris Cristofori & Jan . 1832, Mantissa, Pt. 2, 
Cat. test. p. 4, sp. 31-18. 
Neritina zebra Bruguiere, v. Martens 1877, Conchy.-Cab. 1J 
pt. 10, pp. 117-119, pl.lO, fig. 1-4, pl. 2, fig. 8, 10; k: ~~ 
T'r'jON:fr. 
Pilsb.ry. 1888, Man. Conch. }:EJ p. 37, pl. 10, fig. 93-95; H. B. 
Baker 1923, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 75, pp. 137-138, 
.......-
pl. 10, fig. 5. 
Descrintion.- Shell globose and r dthe r thick i n adult 
specimens. Ground color yellow to r eddish brown with fine 
widely spaced or thick zigzag axial black lines that are usuall 
more or less parallel. A subsutural black line usually is 
· present but not always. Black lines scrape off fairly easily 
leaving a chalky surface exposed. Whorls about 2 to 2 1/2, ro ed 
in cross section. Spire low, rounded and often considerably 
corroded, cast at an angle of 103°. Aperture lunate, slightly 
sinuous and cast at an angle of 80°. Palatal lip thin and 
sharp and is usually marginate. Ther e is a low, rounded 
superior prominence on the mar gination. Palatal lip shorter 
1 in pro ~Jortion to maximum width of the shell than in Neri tina 
virginea L. and bears no teeth. Color grey to bluish-
·-=---=---=-=========#==== 
white. Palatal hinge tooth s t rong. Pari et a l ar ea smooth, 
convex, chalky white to dirty yellow, bear i ng a variable number 
of fine dentations on the columellar edge. Suture f aintly 
impressed. Periostracum t bin. Sculpture consisting of many 
faint axial l i nes of growth. 
Operculum calcareous, opaque, bluish-black. Exterior bear 
ing many fine lines of growth radiating from t he nucleus. Peg 
strong, smooth. Rib tends t o be r educed. Periostracal l aye r 
present a long the palatal margin. 
Radula.- R-central width a pproximat ely equal to length -
typical. 
A-central typical. some vdth more prominent 
pos ter.ior lobe than others. 
B-central typical. 
C-central with slightly more vertical ridge than 
ty:pi cally. 
D-lateral typical but with reduced outer projecti . 
of inner arm of Y- thickening. 
E-lateral typical in shape and bear li1 g 8-12 coars 
denticles on the anterior edge of the elliptical r eflection. 
Inner marginals with long claw-like anterior part bearing 
8-9 r a ther short pointed denticles. The middle marginals bear 
about 10-11 more curved and slender denticles than those of the 
inner marginals and ar e arranged semicircularly. The outermost 
marginals appe ar t ypical and uncusped. 
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Measurements.-
maximum minimum aperture 
Length 
width width length 
Brasil: Bahia 20.0 21.4 14.1 17.7 mm. 
·Brasil: 13.7 14.4 9.5 12.6 
Type locality.- Cayenne (French Guinea, South America) 
(Bruguiere). 
Remarks.- The genus Nereina was described by Cristofori 
and Jan with N. lacustris as its only species (1832). This we 
now consider to be the same as Neri t ina zebra Bruguiere. As the 
name Nereina antirlates Vitta Morch (1852) it will therefore have 
to replace this subgenus. As stated before N. zebra is very 
/ 
closely related to N. virginea Linne which is the type species 
for the subgenus Vitta. Therefore, Nereina C. and J. replaces 
Vitta Morch. 
Neritina zebra is the most globose species occupying the 
West Indian region. It resembles Neritina reclivata Say most 
closely but may be distinguished from that species tJy. its more 
globose form, more golden yellow to dark brownish red color, 
the comparatively shorter, wider palatal lip and the usually 
broader, more widely spaced axial lines. These lines tend to 
zigzag more with Neritina zebra than with Neritina reclivata. 
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There are albinistic forms of N. reclivata .occnrring in Cuba 
that appear most like Neritina zebra since the lack of the usual 
olivaceous coloring of N. recl ivata leaves t he shell with a corn 
yellow color. The characters a s given above, however, will 
distinguish the se species. 
Ecology.- Keritina zebra Br ug. is a brackish to freshwater 
form occuring chiefly in Brasil. Beyond this, we h.now very 
little of its ecology. 
Range;-
Unit ed States: No records. 
Bermuda: No r ecords. 
East coast of Central America: Hondur as. 
E~st coas t of South America; Venezuela; Fr ench Guiana; 
Brasil. 
Baha~a I ds.: No records. 
Greater Antilles: No records. 
Lesser Antilles: No r ecords. 
Neritina punctulat a Lamarck 
pl. D, fig . ~ ~ ~ pl. 14, map 14. 
Neritina nunctulata Lamarck 1816, Encycl. Meth . 3, pl. 455, 
-[ fig. 2a-b, list p. 11 (n. and f.). 
I 
i ' II 8 •, Ner itina aperta Budgin, So werby, l 25 , in Cat. Shells, Ear~ 
I of Taru{erville, p. 45, sp. 1112. 
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species 72. I 
Neri tina fuscilabris "Wiegmann" von Martens 1877, Conchy. - ~~ 
/Cab.~ pt. 10, p. 76. 
Neritina sargi Crosse & Fischer 1892, Journ. de Conchyl. 40 j 
p. 296. 
~I 
i\ !I 
I 
I Neritina uunctulata Lamarck, ~on Martens, 1877, Conch.-Cab. I 
1 ~.w ~~QH~~ ~ ' pt. 10, pp . 76-78, pls. 5, fig. 12-15; H. A. Pi±~bi' 1888, I 
!Man. Conch. 
~roc. Acad • 
li 
l!fig. 16. 
10, p . 60, pl. 20, fig. 37-41; H. B. Baker ~ l923, 
...--
Na t. Sci. Philadelphia, 70, pp. 147-148, pl. 12, 
..._. 
II 
li 
;I 
II 
II I
I 
Ground color 
1
1 
I 
Description.- Shell subpatelliform and thin. 
t
aries from a deep to a light brown or occasionally reddish I 
ink. The ground color is either solid or made up of fine, close11 
. ' ,, 
zigzag axial lines. Sometimes the-re will be two or three @road I' 
L I luands of reddish pink alternating with one or t wo brown ones. ! 
uperimposed upon this background are many suboval, light i 
i 
ellowish brown s pots. These ar e outlined on the "leading", [ 
The "trailing", spireward,l perture edge, by a heavy black line. 
dge is not thus outlined. Shell thi nly impregnated by 9i gment I I 
ll'hich is usually no mor e than a thin, brownish iliayer punctulated , .. 
y white spots. The pa ttern is carried mainly byt the rather 
hick periostracum. Shell is bluish-white beneath t he 
eriostra cum. Wh orls l 1/4 to l l/2 rounded in cr oss section. 
pire very low, rounded, and often much corroded leaving an 
rregular indentation. It is cast at an angle of 127°. Aperture 
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lunate and cast at an.: angle of 76°. Palatal lip thin, sharp, 
and slightly sinuous. It is long, bearing no teeth and bluish-
white. Palatal hinge tooth strong. Parietal area smooth and 
flat. Columellar edge bearing no teeth or very faint i r regular 
ones. Columellar area white to d irty yellow. Suture faintly 
impressed. Sculpture consisting of many f aint lines of growth 
axially arranged. 
Operculum opaque, calcareous and pinkish white to salmon 
pink. Exterior bearing many fine lines of growth radiating from 
the nucleus. Peg prominent and smooth. Rib very prominent. 
Periostracal layer present along the palatal margin. 
Radula.- R-central almost s quar e, sli ghtly smaller at the . 
anter ior end, resembling a kernel of corn. 
A7central broad with large, smoothly rounded 
posterior lobe which forms the whole lower corner of the tooth 
in that section. 
B-central typical with "s"-shaped ridge. 
c~central with ridge more vertical than normal. 
D-lateral with a reduced outer projectiori of 
inner arm of Y-thickening • 
. 
E-later al with large crescent-shaped elliptical 
reflection which is sharply pointed on the edge towards the 
center. The lateral edge of the elliptical reflection bends 
sharply in the dir ection of the crescent forming .a loop which 
fades into the posterior body of the tooth. This loop. is 
characteristic of Neritina punctulata. 
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Inner marginals with large, claw-like anterior part which 
bears 14 short, blunt denticles on its anterior side. These 
denticles become curved, longer and placed in an oval formation 
on the teeth as we proceed latenally. The outermost marginals ~-ar 
about 14 minute denticles . 
Measurements.-
Maximum Min.Jbmum Aperture 
Length 
width width length 
Guadeloupe Id.: 
near St. Rose 19.6 20.2 10.2 20.1 mrn. 
Guatemala: Livingston, 
Cavech River 26 .5 26.4 14.8 25.4 
Jamaica 23.0 23 .0 12.4 21.5 
Puerto Rico: El Yunque, 20 
mi. E. of San Juan 18.5 18.0 10.2 15.5 
These specimens from the Cavech River, Guatemala, were not 
only unusually large, but had very heavy shells and were in 
general a lighter brown than usual. 
Type locality and location of holotyDe unknown. 
Remarks.- The original locality not given by Lamarck. The 
I first locality appears as Indies and Mollucas when Deshayes 
I synonymises 
I 
Lamarck's species with Neritina RUlligera L. ih 
!I Encycl. Meth. ~ p . 625, 1830-32 . Deshayes refers to :G:amarck's 
~~~~ plate 455, fig. 2a-b . 
a good species from the West Indies and should not have been 
I 
This is Neritina nunctulata Lm. which is 
j synonymised. 
=4=====-==-====fF=.---= 
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Neri tina punctulata stands alone in regard to the relati ':-
ship of size and shape among the species of the West Indian reg n. 
Its subpatelliform shape approa ches t hat of Smaragdia viridis 
Linne and Neritilia succinea Reel., but it is far larger than 
either of these :'' ·'·rt ·· is· ·simila r in shape · to · Neritfna · pulligera 
Linne from the East Indies , yet this s pecies is usually larger. 
N. pulligera has a flat to concave columellar area and slightly 
corrtTex operculum which is relat ively wider for its length than 
that of N. punctulata and has a far greater relative distance 
between the strong rib and peg than has N. punctulata. Also, 
the color pattern of N. :gunctulata which is made up of many 
light subcircular olivaceous spots on a brown to dark olive 
ba ckground would prevent confusion of thes e two species. The 
color of N. uulligera is a solid deep brown over the entire 
shell with a red columellar area, as opposed to the dirty-orang 
to yellow columellar area of N. punctulata. 
Those var iants of Neritina elenchi Russ ell from Guadeloupe 
approach N. nunctulata in shape somewhat but are more highly 
s pired and more globos~. Also, the i nterior of the aperture 
of N. elenchi i s usuall-{ bluish-whit e , though some times it 
- . 
contains yellow simila r t o those specimens from Guadeloupe. 
aperture is wider in proportion to its length inN. nurictulata. 
The color patterns of some specimens of the t wo forms are 
similar but those from Guadeloupe are much darker brown. There 
has been some confusion in the pas t between Neritina virginea 
Linne and N. punctulata Lamar ck, but the subpatelliform, low 
the glo"eos~, rather higher spired shape of the former. =N..::..e=r~==+-1 
l a tissima Broderip from the rivers of western Central America 
somewhat resembles N. punctulata in general shape and color 
pattern but the development of lateral wings on the palatal lip 
wiilil distinguish these two species. Also the aperture of N. 
latissima is relatively wider in relation to its length than t 
of N~ punctulata. 
In the Man. Conch. *9~ 1888, p . 60, it is stated that N. 
punctulata "probably inhabits the sea as well as fresh water." 
It is also stated that it occurs from Panama to Mazatlan, Mexic , 
on the west coast of Central America . I believe that there has 
been a confusion here of the two species N. punctula ta from the 
West Indi an region and N. latissima Broderip from the west coas 
of Central Amer ica for the following reasons: 
1. The Man. Conch. 10, 1888, p . 60, pl. 20, fig. 41 makes 
._. 
Neritina turbida More1et a synonym of N. punctulata . Lot M.C.Z 
21170 from Rio Lajas, Nicaragua, contains young specimens of N. 
latissima that are ~dentica1 with fi g . 41, Man. Conch. 10. It 
..,...... 
is therefore here considered tha t N. turbida Morelet i s a 
synonym of N. latissima. 
2. On the same page as above, the Man. Conch. synonymises 
Neritina bahiensis Recluz 1850, with N. punctula ta, and reports 
it from Bahia, Brasil. Recluz, in the above refer ence, p. 155, 
merely reports it as rtHab: Bahia (M. Janelle)". R~cluz' figure 
and description leave no doubt i n the author's mind tha t this i 
N. latissima. The reference to Bahia may be an error or it may 
not mean Bahia, Brasil. For example, there are many localities 
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on the west coa st of Central Amer ica that bear the name Bahig.. 
Also•;l the Spanish word "bahia" means "bay" and possibly Recluz r 
reference to it as a locality merely meant tlmt his specimens 
were collected from a bay. The reason for assuming that Bahia, 
Brasil, is an error is that nothing similar t o Recluz' species, 
N. bahiensis, has been taken from Bahia, Brasil, since then. 
In the Man. Conch. 1888, !Q, p. 60, Neritina cassiculum 
Sowerby i s synonymised with N. pfrnctulata. In the collection 
of the M.C.Z. are specimens from Mazatlan, Mexico, and Realejo 
Bay, Nicaragua, that are identical with Sowerby's figure. Sine 
N. nunctulata is a specie s from the West Indiah region and not 
from the west coast of Central America, and since they 'a r e very 
different in shape and color pattern, I do not believe that 
N. cassiculum is a synonym of N: punctulata. Furthermore, N. 
punctula ta is a fr eshwater s peci es , whi l e N. cassiculum is very 
probably a brackish to salt water fcrm. N. cassiculum is here 
considered to be a valid s pecie s since it is quite different fr 
any other of the Neritinas from the west coast of Central Ameri 
Ecology.- N. punctulata is a freshwater species occurring 
on stones and bouiders in moderately swift to rapid water. 
Localities of this type where s pecimens have been taken in ·· 
Jamaica are the Great River Rapids, Flint River, and at "Mount 
Pleasant" in Hanover. This species is found in company with 
N. elenchi Russell and Neritilia succinea R§cluz. It is 
interesting to not e that the specimens of N. punctulata from t 
Cavech River, Gua temala, are much larger and ll.ave ~· fai!?::. thicker 
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shells than t hose from any other locality from whi ch the M.C.Z. 
possesses specimens. This may be due to a less acid condition 
of the water, a greater quantity of lime available for the 
formation of shells, or a very vigorous race of individuals. 
Neritina piratica Russell from the same locality reaches 
its largest size he re, also, and possesses the thickest shells 
found for this speci es throughout its r ange. From the point of 
view of the relationship between the individual and its 
environment, these t wo spe cies cou~d be s tudied here to advanta 
Range.-
United States ; No reco r ds. 
Bermuda: No records. 
East coast of Central Ame r ica : Mexico; Guatemala; 
Nicaragua; Panama. 
Rico. 
Grenada. 
East coast of South America~ No records. 
Bahama Ids.; No records. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba; His paniola; Jamaica; Puerto 
Lesser P~tilles! Guadeloupe; Dominica; Martinique; 
Smaragdia viridis weyssei, new subspecies 
pl. D, fig. ~ 3 w ~1; - 15i ~fig~ 4~6, ma~ 15 
Nerita viridis Linne 1758, Lin par17, Syst. Nat. ed. 10, 
p. 778. 
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Neritina (Smaragdia) viridis L., H. A. Pil:sbxy ~. 1888, Man. 
Conch. 10, pp. 54-55, pl. 18, fig. 88. 
-
Smaragdia viridis Linne, H. B. Baker 1923, Proc. Acad. 
Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 70, pp. 173-1~4. 
-
• 
Description.:-: .. S;hell subpatelliforrn and thin. Color grass 
. I / green, with irregular white spots varying in shap e, size and 
nmnber. Shell thinly impregnated by pigment. Pattern scrapes 
I 
I 
off easily leaving a green surface exposed. Whorls 1 1/4 - 1 1 
and rounded in cross section . Spir e very low, rounded, not 
corroded and cast at an angle of 138°. Aperture lunate and ca s , 
at an angle of 76°, very slightly sinuous. Pala tal lin long, 
sharp, thin and bearing no teeth. Palatal hinge tooth f.aint to 
lacking. Parietal area convex, smooth and whitish-green; 
columellar edge bearing 6-8 small, irregular teeth. Suture 
fai ntly impressed. Peric· s tracum thin, very finely pitted. 
Sculpture consisting of many faint axial lines of growth. 
Operculum opaque, calcareous and greenish-white. Periostri al 
layer present along the palatal margin. Exterior bearing many 
faint lines of growth r~diating from the nucleus. Rib and peg 
strong. Peg smooth. 
~=r= 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
f 
I, 
fig. 6. Right half of a radula row of Smaragdia viridis 
weyssei Russell . R-Cent ral, A~central, B-central, C-central, 
E-lateral, broad inner and slender outer marginals. 
I have been unable to locate the denticles on the marginals l 
I 174, tha t Baker, 1923, mentions on p . nor do I find any on the I 
E-lateral that he mentions on P• 173. The edge of the elliptica 
reflection bears no denticle s in the s~even complete radulae 
.examined under high and low powers of the microscope . 
Measurements.-
maximum minimum aperture 
Length 
width width length 
Florida; Miami 5.1 5.2 2 .6 4.9 mm. 
West Indies; Barbados 5.7 6.0 2.8 5.2 
Virgin Ids., Guana Id., 4.8 5.1 2.6 4 .1 
Tortola 
01 
Type locality.,-Miami, Florida. Location ot type M.C .Z. 88815. 
==l=l===== 
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RemarKs.-Linne in his Syst. Nat. ed. 10, p. 778, 1758, 
bases his description of Nerita viridis upon and refers to the I 
work of Pa trick Brown, 11 The c ::. vil and Natural History of Jamaica," 
Pt. 2, p . 399, 1756. . Linne" does not r efer to any work containi~ 
figures of his species. He de scribes it a s coming from the 
Balear ic Islands , Mediterranean Sea, and Jamaica, West I ndies. 
There a ppe ars tobbe certai n constant differences between the \ 
forms from these localities. Since Liru1e based his description 
upon specimens from thes e two localiti es, it leaves the matter 
open as t o which name shall be employed for t hese t wo f orms. It 
is proposed here to use the name Smaragdia viridis L. for the 
European form and limit S. viridis weyssei to the western Atlan t c 
I region. The Euro pean form pSEsesses solid bla ck axial, more or 
less parallel lines on the whorls. Whether the specimen be 
yolli~g or old, these lines are found on almost 100% of the 
specimens. Thes e narrow lines are loc ated on the s pir eward or 
"trailing" edge of the wfl;ite spots. The We s t Indian form never 
possesses these solid bla ck lines, but rather, when pres 2nt, a 
brovmish-red 11 brailing" edge t o t h G whi t e s pots. Also, these 
brownish-red edges occur in only from 3 - 15% of the specimens 
from any one lot and seem to be linked with the age of the 
specimen i n some way since no adults could be found that I 
possessed them. It is interes ting to note (Woodring 1928, p. 42~) 
I 
t hat the fossil forms that have been folli~d in the Cercado forma t on 
of the Dominican R~public may i ndicate tha t the Wes t Indi ah and I 
European forms may have been the same during the Middle Mi ocene 
I 
that mark it off very definitely from the European. Therefore 
it is felt to be wiser to keep the West Indian fo:rnn as a varie 
of tbe JEuropean rather than raise it to specific rank. 
Differences of pattern and radula, between these two 
however, are of such a disctinctive character tha t .Smaragdia 
viridis weyssei, M. C. Z. no. 88815 from Miami, Florida, is 
chosen as the holotype for the form from the West Indies. -~ 
H·_YON Jr. 
Pi1"sbi:y _in the Manual of Conchology 1888, p. 54, refers to 
Smaragdin viridis 1. and gives pl. 18, fig. 88, as an example 
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of the species. This figure is very probably Smaragdia souv~~~~­
Montrouzier from the East Indies. 
Ecology.- Smaragdia viri~is weyssei is a saltwater s pecies 
living on eel grass and under bvoken rocks. The author has 
collected it alive on several West Indian island~, but never 
abundantly at any one place. It _~ is an easily recognizable 
species and cannot be confused with any other of the West Indi 
forms. For this reason it would make an excellent one for 
ecologic or distributional studies. It also seems to have no 
other forms with which to interbreed and must, therefore, be a 
comparatively pure strain. 
Range.-
United States ; Florida, east, west coast, and Keys·. 
Bermuda: Present 
East coast of Central America: Mexico; Yucatan; 
British Honduras. 
I' 
East coast cf South America: Bonaire. I 
Bahama Ids.: Gt. Abaco; Bimini; Andnos; New Providenc ; 
Acklin; Gt. Inagua; Turks. 
Greater Antilles: Cuba; Hispaniola; Jamaica; Puerto 
Rico; Virgin Ids. 
Lesser Antilles: St • .Martin; St. Bartholomew; St. 
Christopher (St. Kitts); Barbados. 
Neritilia succinea Recluz 
pl. D, fig ~ 4. pl. 15, fig. l-3, map 16 
/ Nerita succinea Recluz . 1841, Rev. Zool. 77, p . 343 • 
........... 
Nerita pygmaea C. B. A~ams 1845, Pr.oc. Bost. Soc. Nat. His • 
'2' p. 7. 
-
Neritina succinea R~cluz, v. Martens 1879, Conchy. Cab. ~ 
pt. 10, pp. 242-243, pl. 23, fi g . 23, 24. 
i~eri tilia succinea Recluz, .ft.· "'J!: lJli~-eiY, 1888, Man. Conch. 
lQ_, p. 54, pl. 17, fig. 83; H. B. Baker l92Q, Proc. Acad. Nat. 
Scil Philadelphia, 70, p. 172, pl. 16, fig. 41 • 
............ 
Neritilia succinea guatemalensis Pi l sbry 1919, Proc. Acad. 
Sci. Philadelphia 2]J p. 172. 
Description~- Shell subpatelliform, thin, and uniformly 
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horn colored. Color deeply impregnat ed in shell which doe s not 
scrape off. ~~orls 2 1/4 to 2 1/2, rounded in cross section. 
Spire very low, rounded, not corroded and cast at an angle of 15 ° 
Aperture lunate, slightly sinuous and cast at an. angle of goo. 
---------============tt==== 
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Pal atal lip long, sharp, thin, and bearing no teeth. Palatal 
hinge tooth lacking. Pari etal area smooth, flat to slightly 
convex, bluish-white to horn colored. Columellar edge bearing 
no teeth. Suture very faintly impr essed. Per iostracum lacking . 
I . 
i 
jl 
Sculpture consisting of many very faint axial growth lines. 
Operculum calcareous, white to horn colored. Pericstracal 
layer present along the palatal margin. Exterior of oper~ulum 
with many fine concentric lines of growth. Inner side bearing 
a ridge on the parietal margin and ba sal third of the palatal 
edge. This ridge rises to form a smooth; prominent peg at the 
i nf erior palatopari etal junction . There is a horizontal 11 V"-
shaped depression at the base of the superior palate-par ietal 
junction . The angle of the "V" points in the direction of the 
fi g . 7. Radula teeth from a ·row i n the l. e ~t.- half of the 
radula of Ner itilia succinea Recluz. The R-centr al is lacking. 
\ A-B-C-Centrals to gether, B-central, C-central, 
'J inner and one of the outer marginals. 
,, 
E-laterl , an 
'' 
' 
The teeth of the radula of Neritilia succinea Reel. are 
very similar to those of Neritilia rubida Pease as given by 
Baker 1923, pl. 16, fig. 42. N. rubida is an East Indian 
species, while N. succinea is a West Indian one, yet their 
radulae are surprisingly alike. There is little more 
differenee than one would expect to find between the 
individuals of a species. The number of denticles on the 
E-lateral vary slightly and the B and C centrals vary in 
shape somewhat also, but, in general, the two are remarkably 
similar. 
Measurements.-
Length 
Jamaica: Great River 
Ra?ids 5.3 
Hispaniola: Mouth of Sosua 
River, Puerto 
Sosua 4.6 
Guadeloupe Id. 4.0 
maximum 
width 
5.7 
5.2 
4.4 
minimum 
width 
2.9 
2.7 
2.5 
aperture 
length 
4.4 
4.4 
3.8 
Neritilia succinea has not been reported from Madagascar 
since Recluz described it from there in 1841. He also 
reported it from Guadeloupe. We have records which show 
that this species exists in the West Indian Region. Therefore, 
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the lat ter locality is here co nsidered t o be the correct one. 
Type locality.-Madagascar and Guadeloupe. 
Remarks.- Neritilia succinea Reel. is closely allied 
to N. rubida Pease and N. manoeli Dohrn from the East Indies 
and Princes Island, Gulf of Guinea. It diff ers fr om N. 
rubida in possessing a somewhat smaller -callous, a larger 
palatal li p and t he peg of t he operculum is usually much 
more pronounced. The size of the t wo is about equal and 
the radulae are very similar. There is greater differ ence 
between N. succinea and N. manoeli from across the Atlantic 
- -
Ocean than there is between N. succinea and N. rubida from 
the Pacific ~slands. N. manoeli is a very much smaller 
species attaining only about 1/4 the size of N. succinea 
and with a much reduced peg on the operculum. 
Recluz distinguishes N. succinea from Smaragdia viridis 
and S. rangiana Reel. as follows: This species (N. succinea) 
cannot be confused with Nerita (Smaragdia) viridis L. and 
Nerita (Smaragdia) rangiana Reel. because it is deprived of 
color s pots and crenulations a t the edge of the columellar 
area. Also in general these two species are larger. 
Pilsbry's holotype of Neritilia succinea guatemalensis 
proves on examination to be li· succinea Recluz. Pilsbry's 
variety is, therefor e, here synonymised with it a s above. 
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Ecology.- Neritilia succinea Reel. is a freshwater s pe cie~ 
inhabiting streams both swift and slowl y flowing. It is found 
on rocks among al gal tufts in company with Neritina elenchi and 
Neritina punctulata. Specimens sent t o theM. C. Z. by Prof. E. &. 
Andrews carried a limy algal deposit covering the shell. The 
author fias found specimens of this species clinging t o _rocks in 
a small stream at the mouth of the Sosua River on the north 
coast of Santo Domingo. 
Range.-
United States; No records. 
Bermuda: No r ecords. 
E<ist coast Central America; Guatemala ·~ ~ 
East coast Soutn America: No records. · 
Bahamas I ds.: No records. 
Greater Antilles: Jamaica; Hispaniola. 
Lesser Antilles.:, Guadeloupe. 
Spurius Western Atlantic Neritidae 
Lepyrium showalteri Lea. 
Neritina showalteri Lea ;.· 1861, Proc • .Acad. Nat. Sci. 
C.. w . . T'r'/DN J"..-. 
Philadelphia,!~ p. 55; H. A. Pilsbiji 1888, Man. Conch. l£' .. 
p. 53, pl. 17, fig. 81- 82. 
Lepyrium showalteri Dall 1896, Nauti l us 1Q, pp. 13-15. 
Leuyrium showalteri cahawbaensi s Pilsbry 1906, Nautilus 
20, p . 51 
......,_.. 
As indicated above , this species was described a s a N ·~ri ti 
but the horny ope rculum, and t he r adula place it with the famil 
Hydsrobiidae. 
The type locality for this s pe cies is t he Coosa River abov 
Fort William, Alabama. It has not been reported since fvom t 
locality a nd it is very possible tha t the r e is an er r or in 
Shoaalcer's record. The reasons for believing t his, a re tha t 
we possess s ever al recor ds of Lepyr ium showalter i from the 
Cahawba Ri ver , Alabama, A. A. Hinkley and Smith did not find it 
in the Coosa River and though as careful a colle ctor as R. E. 
109. 
' 
Call collected in both t h es e rivers he only fo und it i n the <'fo r. 
Dr. Henry Vander Schalie of the :Museum of Zoology , Ann Aiibor, 
Michigan, and Mr. w. J. Clench of t he Museum of Compara tive 
Zoology, a t Harvard Uni versity , found it a t Lily Shoals, 
Cahawba River and not in t he Coosa River. It is, therefor e, 
r ea sonably certain that the Cahawba River is the cor rect 
locality. 
Lepyrium showalter i Lea has been discussed by the above 
authors. It is considered t o be a Neri t ina by Lea. This canno 
C. .\A{.T'~<'y o-ti :r ,... be, f or the reasons given above. ~xl~~~y, Man. Conch. p. 53, 
states, "It has been sugge s t ed that tb.is is a y oung Anculosa, 
but it has not the characters of t h d. t group; on t he C·J ntrary, 
it mor e ne arly approa ches in gGneral Neritina crepidula r i a . 
coloring of the epidermis more nearly resemble s 
than the other fluviat ile s pecies of Neritina . 11 
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no. 79, pl. 17 representing Lepyriurn showalteri, however, neith r 
by shape nor color markinss is t hi s form, but rather very 
probably Theodoxus fluvia tilis Linne. 
Dall, Nautilus 1896, 1Q, p . 1!5, states, 11 The Oligocene of 
Southern Uniteq States contains sever al specie s of Ner i tina, 
but none, so f ar as known, having a close resemblance to 
Lepyrium, which is, however, probably an offshoot from Neritina." 
Thus far Lepyrium remains a · .-part of , or very closely alli) d 
to t he genus Neriti na. 
Pilsbry' s subspecies Lepyrium shovral teri cahawbaensis 
I believe to be a synonym of Le pyrium showalteri Lea, based upoz 
immature s peci!l.'ens. This would explain t he smaller size, the 
"straighter columellar edge" and t h e lack of ''a r a ised outer 
margin of the columellar a rea" upon Yvhich Pilsbry based his 
variety. 
From what has been stated above it is obvious tha t Lepyriun 
showalt eri Lea is not a Nerit ina. The author believes t hat it is 
closely allied to the Hydrobiidae, though there are marked 
r adulae differences. 
Neritina r ecl ivata palmae Dall 
ll 
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An examination of Dall's type specimen of N. reclivata :Qalrr .ae 
proves it to be Neritina cumingiana Recluz of the East Indies. 
The specimen was supposedly collected in a bromk n ear Palma SolJ , 
Florida. Very likely a mixture of s pecimens had taken place 
causing Dall's error. 
Neritina jayana Recluz 
Neritina jayana R~cluz 1850, Journ. Conch. ]J pp. 157-158, 
pl. 7, fig. 13. Recluz sta tes in his description of this 
species, that it is from Dr. Jay of New York and that it cannot 
be confused with Neritina (Theodoxus) f JJuvia ti l is Linne of 
Europe because its coloration is constant, the s pire is conical 
and the suture channelled. It is reported from N~rth America 
by R~cluz. M. C. Z. lot 56628 contains s pecimens of Theodoxus 
fluviatil i s from Birmingham, England . These posses a color 
pattern similar to that given by Recluz i n his figure pl. 7, 
fig. 13. They ar e about the same size as his hair line for it 
and have an elevated, conical s pire. Some have a channelled 
C,.w. 1\-yoNJr. 
suture. I agree with Pil3bij, Man. Conch. 1880, p. 53, that 
Neritina jayana is doubt£ully ascribed to North America and 
I 
that it is an Old World species, but I go even further than this ! 
and believe that it is a Theodoxus and very proba bly T. fluviati l is 
which is a very variable specie .:: as t o color· pattern and form. 
=#=========---·------
Neritina rec l iva ta striolata von Martens 
Neritina reclivata striolata von Martens 1877, Conchy.-Cab 
2 , pt. 10, p . 120, pl. 13, fig. 12 proves, on examination , to 
-
be a synonym of Neritina smithi Sowerby and not a synonym of 
Neritina r eclivata Say as it is made by von Mar t ens, 1. c. 
Neritina cassiculum Sowerby 
Neritina cassiculum Sowerby 1836, Con c;tt.. Ill, fig. 55 
under section nN eri tinan. 
Though N. cassiculum has pr eviously been considered (Man. 
Conch. 10, p . 60, 1888), a synonym of N. punctulata Lamarck, it 
......,...... 
is here considered t o be v alid and of specific rank for the 
following reasons: 
I t s closest r el at ive among the species of the west coast ol 
Central .America is N. latissima Broderip which it res embles onl~ 
in the very young stages. The color patterns are practically 
identical bei ng composed of lighter brown, suboval spots upon a 
darker backgrou~d. These spots are enclosed by brown or black 
angular lines . Some s pe cimens are banded with two or three 
alternating stripes of reddish-orange and dark brown. Her e the 
resemblance ceases. N. cassiculum is a globo s e specie s , usuall~ ! 
muc h smaller than N. latissima, N. latis s ima is not globose, but 
subpatelliform and rather thin shelled wh,~re N. cassiculum is 
---------====================================~F=====~ 
comparatively thick-shelled. The opercula vary also. That of 
N. latissima is usually black a nd rather long for its width as 
compared wit h the brovvnish-whi te, operculum of N. c a ssiculurn 
which is rather thick and wide for its :L ength. Also the 
latter does not possess the wide aperture, the sides of which 
develop wing-like enlargements such as is the ca se with the 
former. 
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Classification of Neritidae from the West Indian Region 
Family - Neritidae 
Subfamily - Neritinae 
Genus - Nerita s.s. Linne 1758 
Nerita peloronta Linne 1758 
Genotype, Nerita peloronta Linne 1758 
Nerita versicolor Gmelin 1791 
Nerita tessellata Gmelin 1791 
Nerita antillarum Gmelin 1791 
Genus - F1uvinerita Pilsbry 1932 
Genotype, Nerita (F1uvinerita) alticolor Pi1sbry 1932 
Genus Puuerita Gray 1857 
Puperita tristis Orbigny 1842 
Genus - Neritina Lamarck 1816 
, 
Genotype, Neritina pul1igera Linne 1767 
Subgenus - Nereina Q:J:;is.:tc:>J~rJ. and Jan 1832 
Subgenotype, Nereina l acustris Cristofori and Jan 1932 = 
Neritina zebra Bruguiere 1792 
Neritina virginea Linne 1758 
Neritina elenchi Russell 1940 
Neritina meleagris Lamarck 1822 
Neritina r~clivata Say 182~ 
Neritina piratica Russell 1940 
Neritina zebra Bruguiere 1792 
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Subgenus - Neritina s.s. Lamarck 1816 
, 
Subgenotype, Neritina pulligera Linne 1767 
Neritina punctulata Lamarck 1816 
Subfamily - Smaragdinae 
Genus - Smaragdia Issel 1869 I 
I 
Genotype, Smaragdia viridis Linne 
Smaragdia viridis weyssei Russell 1940 
l75e j 
Subfamily - Neritilinae 
Genus - Neritilia von Martens 1879 
Genotype, Neritilia r ubida Pease 1867 
- Neritilia succinea Recluz 1841 
I 
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of Santo Domingo, His paniola, wer e studied. 
During the summer of 1938 I was a member of the New 
Hampshire Fish and Game Department carrying on biological surveJ 
work with the Merrimack Watershed. 
I was President of the Boston Malacological Club from 1 936-
to 1938. 
I have s pent th-e intervening time to t he present a t the 
Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard working upon the recent 
Neritidae from the West Indi an r egion. 
.List of Publications. 
Some Nudi branchs of Bermuda, . With a Description of a New Species ~ 
rr 
(Nautilus, 1935, 49, pp. ·59-61, pl. 4). 
~
Coryphella pellucida 1~ . & H. (Nautilus, 1935, 49, pp. 65-66. 
-
Living Rainbows of the Sea. (Boston Society of Natural History, 
Museum Leaflet 1, 1937, pp. 1~~4). 
Cratena veronica Ver. (Nautilus 1937, 50, p. 142) . 
Joint Publications 
Clench, William J. and Henry D. Russell. Freshwater Shells of 
New Hampshire. (New Hampshire Fish and Game Report, 
1938, No. 3, pp. 201-206, pls. A and B., 1 text fig. 
Clench, William J. and Henry D • . Russell. Freshwater Shells of 
New Hampshire. (New Ha~pshire Fish and G~me Report, 
1939, no. 4, pp. 222-227, pl. 3 and 4, 2 text figs. ) . 
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1. Fluviner i t a tenebricosa C .• B. Ada ms (X: 2). 
2. Puperita pupa Linne (X 2) . 
3 • . Pup 2rita tristi s Orbi gny (X 2) . 
4. JIJer i tina yi;pgh±9et virgi nea Linne (nat. size). 
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The purpose cif this dissertation is to differentiate the several species and 
subspecies from one another as well as to give as much .of the natural history !• 
concerning these animals as has been possible to gather from the literature ; .. 
. ,· and personal field experience. I 
Many ·of the ·changes invoked in this work are the result of the ·examina-
' tion of a far greater amount of material than possessed by any of our earlier 
: ~ . authors. 
From a taxonomic standpoint only two of the species and subspecies from 
the West Indian . Region are distinct: enough in their characters to have re-
mained more or less clearly understood from the time of their discovery to 
the ,present. These are "N.erita peloronta Linne and "N,.. versicolor Gmelin. The 
remaining several forms have been very imperfectly known, and considerable 
confusion has resulted as to just what names should be applied to the various 
species and what limits assigned to the several varieties and subspecies. 
Very little has heretofore appeared in the literature relative to the 
ecology of these animals. For thip reason, all the information pertinent to 
their ecology has been included under each species where this knowledge has 
been obtained by personal observation in the field . However, first hand ex-
perience has not been possible with all of the named forms in this area. As a 
consequence, certain of tha data given under the caption, Ewlogy, has been 
inferred only on the basis of -locality and the. relationships of these forms to 
!· others with which we are more familiar. ~ i 
Like many ,J;~urine and brackish families of mollusks, the Neritidae is , 
·composed of many more species in the tropical Indo-PaCific than in the West ' 
Indies. However, most of the genera and subgenera in this family are to be 
found in the West Indies. ' 
In habitat, members of this group are found in fresh and brackish to 
salt and hyper-saline waters and will withstand temperatures of from nearly 
freezing to over ninety degrees Farenheit. No known single species is capable 
of standing all of these various vici~itiudes, of course, but, collectively, the 
species do . In form members of this . faq1ily range from · the rather thin, 
1 smooth-shelled, crepiduloid type of "N,.avicella" to the · globose, thick-shelled, 
rough types of "N,.erita; also from the smooth, s1,1bpatelliform types of "N.eriti lia 
and Smaragdia to some of the globose, spiny forms c:;Jf Theodoxus. 
• • • ! 
The Neritidae as a family is nearly world-wide in its distribution. It 
exists, however, mainly as a tropical to temperate belt girdling the earth. For 
example, we find members of this group from about northern Florida south 
into Argentina in the Western Atlantic and from Great Britain, northern 
Europe, and the Mediterranean Sea to Cape T own, South Africa, on the 
Eastern Atlantic. The belt extends from Cape Town to the Red Sea, to India, 
and throughout the Indo-Pacific area. In the Eastern Pacific the belt extends 
from Lower California to Peru. 
The field methods used for the preparation of the material for study are 
as follows: The specimens when once ~collected were preserved in 70% alcohol. 
A part of the specimens in certain large series had the soft parts removed, 
the shells were washed, dried, wrapped in paper, and packed for shipment. 
Locality or ecologic data was also entered in a notebook under the number 
of the locality for future reference. 
. The radula was extracted from the soft parts by boiling them.in a 40% 
solution of KOH for about 10 minutes. It was then washed in distilled water, 
pl~ced iri :?o% alcohol for . fi~e minutes and removed to .a . saturate9 soluti<;>n 
o( eosin in 98% alco_hol where l.t was allowed to rem<i.i.n overnight for a 
thorough staining. The following day .it was washed in 96% alcohol to rid 
it of excess stain, placed upon a glass microscope slide and picked apart with 
the aid of dissecting needles to facilitate a more detailed study of the individ~al 
teeth than would have been possible had it been left intact. When it had 
been satisfactorily arranged upon the slide, it was mounted in Euparol, named, 
catalogued and placed in slide holders which were filed in 3" x '5" card 
catalogue drawers. 
Wherever possible, fifty specimens of each species, ten individuals from 
each of five different lots were carefully selected at intervals throughout the 
range of the speCies and measured to strike an average for the species. Four 
measurements were made of each specimen. -These measurements were as 
follows: length, aperture length, maximum width, and minimum width. 
An attempt has been made to standardize the terminology and the order 
in which the various characters occur so that the reader may be able to make 
q~ick comparisons of species. The terms, in general, are: shell shape, im-
- perforate or not, solid or thin, color pattern, number and shape of the whorls, 
extended or depressed, turbinate, etc., spire and its angle, aperture shape, 
palatal lip; parietal wall, angle of aperture, suture, type of sculpture, perio-
strac:um, radula, and measurements. ' 
There are over two hundred living species in the Neritidae with an 
additional sixty or more fossil species. The fossil forms occur from the early 
Jurassic to the present with well developed patterns and become numerous 
in the Miocene and Pliocene. 
In general the N eritidae are of slight economic importance, but Martin 
arid Uhler 1939, have shown that N.eritina. reclivata Say is of great significance 
as food for game ducks. It was also observed at Cat Island, Bahamas, that 
most of the N.eritas along the northwest shore had been eaten by the natives. 
These were eaten as the result of a hurricane of a few years before that had 
caused a shortage of food. 
It was found that color per se of the individuals of the family Neritidae 
is of little or no value as a specific determinant, but that the color pattern is 
of far greater importance since certain species possess a quite constant type 
of color application to the shells. 
The ranges of the various specie,s have been divided into the following 
geographic areas for the sake of clarity and conciseness; United States, Ber-
muda, East coast of Central America (we are not concerned here with species 
from the west coast or those found in the west. coast drainage systems), east 
coast of South America( the same as above applies here also), Bahama Ids., 
Greater Antilles, and Lesser Antilles. The Greater and Lesser Antilles are 
divided at the Anegada Channel. 
The maps showing the distribution of certain of the Neritidae from the 
West Indian region are based entirely upon specimens examined by the author. 
No records fro!Jl the literature have been used. Each lot was determined as 
to species and the locality dotted upon a map. Therefore, these maps represent 
the analysis of a single person. Many of the localities were so close together 
that a single dot was sufficient for· more than one record. 
The general ecology of the N eritidae inhabiting the West Indian regiob 
is extremely varied. For example, certain species are found living in exposed 
rocks under completely marine conditions. One species inhabits the undersides 
of broken boulders in salt water. Certain species live in the splash pools 
above high tide mark. These pools range from almost fresh to hyper-saline 
and the temperature rises to over 90° F. during the day. Several species prefer 
the quiet waters of sheltered bays · and will tolerate slightly brackish waters. 
Some of these are rock lovers while others dwell in the mud of mangrove 
swamps. The mangrove swamp species, Neritina virginea Linne, will often 
remain above the water for many hours at a time clinging to the aerial roots 
of these trees and subject to desiccation and the heat of the sun. There are 
several species that are entirely limited to freshwater. Neritodryas cornea 
Linne is found inhabiting the trees and gardens of the natives in the Solomon 
Islands and 'Theodoxus fiuviatilis Linne can survive in thermal springs and 
also temperatures near freezing in the rivers of Europe. 
The island of Jamaica possesses a number of the most interesting and 
intermediate forms among the Nerites found in the West Indian Region. 
It is the only locality in this area, as far as is known, that possesses a species 
peculiar to it, Fluvinerita tenebricosa C. B. Adams. 
H. B. Baker 1923 makes the statement that "the radula appears to be 
the only infallible character (for species determination) yet described. . . . " 
The author takes issue with this statement, because it was found that age, 
wear, position of the radula teeth examined influence the radula greatly. 
Also there is great variation of the teeth among individuals which in every 
other way resemble each other and would be called members of a single 
species. According to Baker these would be separated into several species. 
This was found to be especially true of 'N.eritina reclivata Say. 
The discussion of each species includes the following subjects: Synonymy, 
description, radula, measurements, type locality, range and ecology. These 
are also plates of photographs and maps showing the distribution. 
Additional copies may be . obtained on application to 
DEAN HOWARD M. LESOURD 
Boston University Graduate School 
Boston, Massachusetts 
